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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume LXXXXVI No. 74 In Our 96th Year Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, March 28, 1975
WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE - Heavy rains last night and early this morning flooded the west fork of the Clark's River
for the second time in recent days. The home of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Davis (in photo) WAS completely surrounded by
water this morning. The home is located 11 miles north of Murray.
Staff Photo by Dave Celia
Latest Government Figures Show
Economy May Turn Up in 6 Months
WASHINGTON API - The Latest in-
dicator from the government shows the
economy is deteriorating more slowly and
might turn up within six months or so.
The indicator is a composite of a dozen
economic factors combined into one index
designed to anticipate the future. The
Commerce Department said Thursday it
climbed 1 per cent in February after
diving 12.8 per cent over the last six mon-
ths.
James L. Pate, top economist at the
Commerce Department, cautioned it
would be premature to conclude that the
February advance necessarily means the
economy has touched bottom or will do so
soon.
For one thing, some data unavailable in
the initial report will have to be added
sometime this month, raising the possi-
bility the revised figure may show a
decline.
Pate, however, said the upturn ''is con-
sistent with other evidence that the
economic decline is moderating."
The advance in the index of leading
economic indicators coincides with the an-
nouncement that the nation's trade balan-
ce improved and weekly retail sales spur-
ted upward.
The trade figures showed that U.S. oil
imports dropped sharply in February,
leaving a trade surplus of $917 million. In
contrast, there was a $210.5 million deficit
in January when oil importers apparently
rushed to beat a tariff imposed Feb. 1.
But again Commerce Department of-
ficials were cautious.
"Oil imports in future months will
probably be above the February figure,"
said Acting Secretary John K. Tabor. He
said total U.S. exports far above current
volume will be needed to hold the expected




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - As he filed
for governor on the Democratic ticket.
Gov. Julian Carroll had thoughts of a Re-
publican, former Sen. Marlow Cook.
"If you've ever checked any filing
papers, please check this to the nth
degree," Carroll told Secretary of State
Thelma Stovall as he handed over the for-
ms Thursday.
He referred to Cook's court battle to stay
on the ballot last year after he failed to
name a treasurer for his campaign in his
filing papers
Flash Flood Watch
Flash flood watch today and tonight.
Mild with rain and thundershowers likely,
High today in the mid to upper 60s, low
tonight in the low 50s. Turning cooler with
a contimeng chance of rain Saturday. High
fri the upper 50s, Decreasing cloudiness
and coot Sunday. •
Winds southeasterly arOund 15iii11s per
hour and gusty today, becoming more
southerly tonight. Precipitation probabil-
ity • 90 per cent today, 80 per cent tonight,
40 per cent Saturday.
At the same time, the increase in weekly
retail sales to 7 per cent over a year ago re-
versed the previous week's decline.
The index of leading economic in-
dicators, although designed to measure
economic trends in advance, is distorted
by an inflationary climate. For example, it
kept going up even as the nation was en-
tering the current recession.
But figures maintained independently
by the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston in-
dicated that even adjusting for the Feb-
ruary advance for inflation, there was still
a six-tenths of 1 per cent rise in the index.
The deflated Boston Fed index has been
moving downward steadily since March
1973, over a year before the Commerce
Department index started its sustained
drop.
In past recessions the index has an-
ticipated recoveries by as long as six mon-
ths. But in the latest recession of 1970 the
index didn't touch bottom until the
economy did.
Meanwhile, the stock market closed
moderately higher Thursday. The Dow
Jones industrial average rose 4.07 points to
770.26 after rising 18 points Wednesday.
Analysts said the market would have re-
sponded more enthusiastically to the
report on the leading economic indicators
but that concern that President Ford
might veto the tax cut bill dampened in-
vestor enthusiasm.
Board Authorizes Bids On
New Lighting At Stadium
Bids will be requested for two new
towers and sets of light fixtures for the
west side of Holland Stadium, after being
authorized by the Murray Board of
Education at last night's meeting.
The towers were determined by the
board to be the best means of lighting the
west side of the stadium Bid
specifications will call for two 90-foot
metal towers with 32 metal halide type
fixtures and other necessary equipment.
The purchase of 24 new band uniforms at
$147.67 each was authorized for the
Murray T-ligh School Band.
A report on the food service program
shows the school lunch income exceeding
expenses by nearly $6,000 from January 6
to March 14.
Expenses for the food service program
were $33,477, with accounts receivable
$15,474. Income from the 55,115 meals
served was $26,859, with state and federal
reimbursements $26,505. The board was
informed that in all likelihood no price
increase will be necessary for school
lunches for the remainder of the year.
The board went on record as supporting
a resolution calling for a referendum on
public sector collective bargaining. The
resolution had been approved earlier this
month by the state school boards
association.
Budget planning for next year is con-
tinuing by the budget committee for the
board. The committee, which is about half
finished with its work, said that at the
present time projected income is about
$121,309 short of estimated expenses.
The committee reported, however, that
it expects to have a balanced budget to
present to the board when it completes its
study. Projected income for the budget is
$1,707,177. Expenses, which include nine
per cent raises in salaries, a nine per cent
jump in expenses, and other expenditure
requests, now are estimated at 111,828,486.
Murray Middle School principal Robert
Glin Jeffrey reported on the school
program and staff, saying the current
program is constantly being improved
with continuous evaluation. He praised the
middle school staff, calling it receptive to




April electric bills issued by the Murray
Electric System will reflect an increase on
the Tennessee Valley Authority's fuel
adjustment clause amounting to 47 cents
on the first 1,000 kwh of electricity used by
residential consumers, Bill Barker,
system superintendent, reports
Barker said that the fuel adjustment
figure, which is added. to or subtracted
from the basic rate as fuel prices (mainly
coal) fluctuate had been increased by TVA
by 25 per cent of the April billing cycle.
The adjustment was reduced by 15 per
cent for March, Barker said, which moans
that the April htlls Will reflect a 10 per cent
hike in 'the adjustment when compared
with February. •
Barker said that the first 14)00 kwh,
which cost the local consumer $18.63 in
March, would cost $19.10 in April while in
February, the cost was $18.79
As a comparison, Barker released the
following schedule of charges for March
and for April for residential customers of
the Murray Electric System:
Rate Schedule for Mardi
First 75 Icivh per month at 8.03526 - $2.64
Next 150 kwh per month at 8.02626- $3.94
Next 275 kwh per month at 9.01736 • $4.7
Total For First 500 kwh - $11.35
Over 500 kwh per month charged at
$.01456
_ Rate Schedule For April
First 75 kWh per month at $03572- 12.68
Next 150 kwh per month at $.02672 - $4.01
Next 275 kwh per month at 8.01782 - $4.90
Total For First 500 kwh - $11.59
Over 500 kwh per month charged a '
$.01502
15 Per Copy
Gross Receipts Base Considered -
One Section - 14 Pages
Council To Study Changes
In City Privilege Licenses
A study of city privilege Licenses, aimed
at eliminating alleged discrepancies and
inequities in the current ordinance, was
authorized by the Murray Common
Council meeting in regular session last
night.
Most council members agreed that the
determining factor for the privilege
licenses for city businesses should be the
receipts of the individual business.
"There are quite a bit of discrepancies in
the basis of some of the privilege licen-
ses," finance committee chairman Jerry
Henry said. "Mast cities are on a volume
basis tprivilege licenses based on a per-
centage of gross receipts) 
Some council members expressed doubt
that the proposed change in setting
privilege licenses would mean additional
revenue for the city but most agreed that
the change would eliminate several
inequities in the present system. '
"I think the smaller business is getting
Scott 
sainth .present set-up," Mayor John E.
Audit Accepted
The council also accepted the general
fund annual audit, prepared by the ac-
counting firm of Shackelford. Goode and
Thurman and presented to the council by
Kenneth Goode.
The audit revealed that the city took in
$933,631.40 in revenues during 1974 and
spent $968,944.24. The city also borrowed
$43,000 from the revenue sharing fund on a
"short-term loan" which more than offset
the difference of over $35,000 (deficit)
between receipts arid expenditures.
Other Business
The council adopted resolutions which
will enable persons owning structures or
living in designated floodplain areas, to
purchase federally subsidized flood in-
surance through the National Flood In-
surance Act of 1968.
A resolution authorizing City Planner
Dan Grimes to make application for funds
for planning bicycle routes and trails
within the city was approved. In a related
matter, the council member Tom Rushing
read a joint letter from the Murray
Woman's Club and the Calloway County
Medical Auxiliary requesting that the
city's bicycle ordinance be updated.
An ordinance changing the zoning of a
piece of property north of the 121 Bypass
from residential ( R2 to agriculture was
adopted on the second reading.
The council authorized that an ordinance
be drawn changing the "no-parking" on S.
6th St. between Poplar and Sycamore from
the east side to the west side and another
ordinance, designed to eliminate the one-
way traffic on 8th Street between Main and
Poplar, was also ordered drawn.
Ford Says Decision
On Tax Cut Measure
Will Be 'Tough Call'
WASHINGTON AP - President Ford
says his decision on whether to sign or veto
the $24.8 billion tax cut bill is "a tough
call" because he has found "some good
and some very bad things" in it.
Initial .reaction at the White House in-
dicated unhappiness with the bill because
of the size of the tax cut, repeal of the oil
depletion allowance and what ad-
ministration officials say is the possibility
of a $100-billion budget deficit for fiscal
1976.
The President called a morning meeting
today with his economic and energy ad-
visers to study the tax cut bill. He was
asked by a reporter at Good Friday church
services whether he intended to sign it. But
the President did not respond.
If Ford signs the bill, rebate checks on
1974 taxes would be mailed beginning May
15. Lower tax withholding rates would go
Murray And Used Car Business
Described As Bright Spot By ABC
"Murray, Kentucky, is one of those all- fierce competition among the dealers,
too-rare bright spots on the American there is also a fierce local pride in the
economic scene, a town where the product that Murray produces, a good
downtown area shows every sign of brisk clean used car that the dealers can
business, and few, if any empty stores. Not guarantee to another dealer in another
a little of that prosperity is due to the fact city.
that Murray is, albeit unofficially, the -There is in Murray, an observable
Used Car Capitol of The World." condition of personal pride in personal
That's what ABC News commentator workmanship, sort of an old-fashioned
Howard K. Smith said Thursday night as small town idea, but one that obviously
he introduced a filmed report on Murray's works quite well."
used car business on the ABC Evening
News.
Jim Kincaid, who interviewed local
dealer Howard Brandon, gave the
following report on Murray:
"There are in this little town of 15,000,
162 dealers in used cars, mostly small
operators, who scour the country for cars
that are basically good operating models,
but that show the ravages of two or three
years of being rained on, and snowed on,
bumped in parking lots and subjected to
the tender mercies of their not always
skillful owners.
"Murray is sot' ; of the general hospital of
the used car business and though there is
TODAY'S INDEX
Oos Sect,. T.E.
Local Scene 2  3
Dear Abby  3
Opinion Page 4
TV Schedule 6




Deaths & Funerals 14
:•
- *a„
TRAFFIC ON Chestnut Street was blocked for a short time this morning when a Ryan Milk Co, truck slipped onto the
soft shoulder and turned onto it's side. The driver of the truck was Riley Dunn, according to Jim Garrison of Ryan Milk.
spokesman,
into effect May 1.
The Treasury Department sent the
President an evaluation of the tax bill
provisions Thursday, including four pages
"of major objections," White House Press
Secretary Ron Nessen reported.
Ford met with his economic advisers
Thursday and asked for their analysis of
the bill.
"I want you to look not only at the
specifics of this bill, but the failure of
Congress to hold down spending," Ford
told them. The President wanted a tax cut
of $16.2 billion, but sent word that he might
go as high as $20 billion.
When the final figures came in, he was
described as disappointed and "seriously
concerned" over provisions of the bill.
James T. Lynn, director of the Office of
Management and Budget, told the
President at the meeting Thursday that
Congress' failure to go along with Ford's
requests for spending cuts and for his tax
cut would bring the budget deficit for 1976
to about $100 billion.
The President has until midnight
Tuesday, April 8, to act on the bill, which
Congress passed in a last-minute rush late
Wednesday before beginning a 10-day
Easter recess. The bill passed the House
287 to 125 and the Senate 45 to 16. Both
majorities were well above the two-thirds
needed to override a veto.
Ford had planned an Easter trip to Palm
Springs, Calif., which was to start Satur-
day, but Nessen said Thursday that plans
for the trip were "completely up in the




Gary Haverstock, 200 South Sixth, is the
fifth candidate for Murray City Council,
according to County Court Clerk Marvin
Harris.
Haverstock, a local attorney, joins other
candidates who have filed their papers for
the May 27 Primary, including Art Lee,
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Dr. Bartholomy Speaker At
B&PW Club Meet; Arthritis
Citations Are Presented
The Business and
Professional Women's Club of
Murray met at the Murray
Woman's Club House on March
flat 6:30 p.m for the monthly
meeting.
Club Member Annie Nance
Introduced the guest speaker
for the evening, Dr. John
Bartholomy, vice-president in
charge of University Affairs at
Murray State University who
spoke on the newly acquired
"Center For Regional Ser-
vices" at Murray State.
The Center for Regional
Services, Dr. Bartholomy ex-









other ways which may help
communities and the Region
solve problems, meet needs and
wants, prosper, grow and
develop.
Dr. Bartholomy talked of the
many service studies that the
Center was working on at the
present time, from the mapping
of city gas, water, and sewer
lines in Sturgis and Hartford to
the Study of nine and Motion
Study of Garbage Handling for
Murray.
It was also interesting to
learn that anyone who has
completed their high school
education, regardless of age,
need just pick up their phone
and inquire about the program
of getting a diploma or
equivalent. Dr. Bartholomy
said that seven completed this
course and received their
equivalent of a high school
diploma and that five of the
seven enrolled as college fresh-
men,
Dr. Bartholomy further
stated that the Center was
making a survey of the needs of
the rural elderly and their
needs, stating that the first need
revealed by the Study was a
need for transportation and the
second need was nutrition.
There are many services and
government grants for these
services that Dr. Bartholomy
talked about.
Also as guest for the evening
was Mike Vissman, a
representative from the Ar-
thritis Foundation and Miss
Narita Cassity, president of the
Beta Club at Calloway County
High. The Business and
Professional Women's Club of
Murray worked in conjunction
with Miss Cassity and the Beta
Club this past fall in soliciting
funds for the Arthritis Foun-
dation.
Mr. Vissman, presented
Citations in recognition for the
Outstanding Service In Behalf
of the 1974 Arthritis Fund
Campaign for the Kentucky
Chapter of the Arthritis
Foundation to members of the B
& Pie Club of Murray: Madelle
Talent, Odell Vance, Betty Hill,
Betty Jackson, Betty Riley,
Ruby Poole, Opal Roberts, Jan
Smith, Margorie Dunn, Lucille
Thurman, Tot McDaniel,
Laurine Doran and Linda
Carter.
Mr. Vissman expressed the
appreciation of the Foundation










.4 Cold—Pressed Oil, Protein Supplements.
Daimon Yogurt
MN& lean Strews Mon* 753-6032
Miss Jana K. Nelson
24111 .12411i
oh.
Vie we pleased to announce
nut Jana L Nelson. bride elect
of Randall Patterson, has made
her selections from our COM-
plete Bridal Registry.
Wm and Randall *51 be








special music at the 16th an-
nual Mother-Daughter
Banquet held by the Murray
High FHA Chapter at the MSU
Student Union Building,
Mrs. Harlan Hodges is plc-
tured as she speaks at the
banquet held by the Murray
High Chapter of Future
Homemakers of America
honoring mothers of the
members,
Down Cowl Woy----
Mt Mrs. George H. Dam Return
To Concord From Homan &slim
Confer Degrees — Kathy Halford, left, second vice-
president, Martha McKinney, president, and Beverly Rogers,
secretary, presented junior aod chapter degrees at the
Mother-Daughter Banquet held by the Murray High School
Chapter of the future Homemakers of America.
Mrs. Hodges, Mr. Summers
Featured At FHA Banquet
Taxes Go Up Fastest
Your food bill and every
other bill seems to be con-
stantly increasing, but did
you ever wonder what ex-
pense has gone up the fastest
in recent years? The answer
is--taxes. According to a
private institution doing re-
search on economics and
business management, fed-
eral, state and local taxes
have increased a total of 65
percent between the spring
of 1967 and the fall of 1973.
No other expense category
increased at such a rate. The
overall inflation rate for the
period was 40 percent. The
figures were based on gov-
ernment data for an urban
family's income and expense.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges and Ken
Summers were featured on the
program for the sixteenth
annual Mother-Daughter
Banquet held by the Murray
High School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of
America on Tuesday, March 18,
at 6:30 p. m. at the Murray State
Student Union building.
"Fleeting Moments Belong To
Forever" was the subject of the
talk by Mrs. Hodges, well
known area dramatist and
speaker.
Special music was by Ken
Summers who has played
professional with The Young
Americans.
The invocation was given by
Eli Alexander, and a tribute to
the mothers was given by Becky
Sams, first viceisresident of the
chapter.
Mrs. G. T. Lilly, chapter
sponsor, made the surprise
announcement that three
chapter members — Jan
Baggett, Martha McKinney,
and Becky Sams—had received
their state FHA degrees that
day and would be conferred at
the state meeting at the Galt
House, Louisville, April 11 and
12.
Martha McKinney, president,
was toastmistress and along
with Kathy Halford, second
vice-president, and Beverly
Rogers, secretary, cunt 
the following degrees.
Chapter — Mary Arnold,
Regina Bumphis, Janie Flora,
Leslie Hamra, Beth Outland,
Jan Outland, Jenne Pool, Janice
Rose, Sharon Steele, Susan
Valentine, Jan Wager, Kelly
Williams, Donna Heathcott, and
Donna Miller
JUMP(' — Tressa Brewer,
Jayne Buchanan, Mandy
Carmen, Laurie Crass, Sherry
Crawford, Denise Curd, Rita
Eldridge, Anne Gregory,
Elizabeth Herndon, Delaine
Honchul, Delores Honchul, Lisa
Hopkins, Marilyn Howard,
Terri McCord, Lisa Morton,
Julie Peebles, Tamrny Rice,
Sten y Runyon, Derma Shipley,
Janet Smith, Belinda Sultan,
Carol Teitloff, Karen Thomp-
son, DeeAmi Thornton, Kim
Tibbs, Jane Ann Turner, Terri
Dawn Turner, Becky West,
Marlene Farrell, and Kim
Hooper.
Special guests recognized
were Mrs. Fred Schultz, Miss
Selwyn Schultz, Mr. and Mrs.
Eli Alexander, Mrs. Christy
Heileman, student teacher, and
her mother, Mrs. Bob Ban-
nister, Hopkinsville, G. T. Lilly,
Mn, and Mrs. Ken Summers,
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Hodges,
and Craig Sultan, Chapter Mr.
FHA.
"Mom You Are the Sunshine
Of My Life" was on the front of
the programs and also on the
backdrop behind the speaker's
podium. Centerpieces were of
white and yellow daisies and
yellow dafodils flanked by
yellow candles.
Other officers are Vicki
Roberts, Jenne Pogl, Julie
Outland, Lisa Winters, Willie
Nell Reed, Linda Ransom, and
Beth Outland. Mrs. John Yates
is also an acting sponsor in the
absence of Mrs. A. B. Crass.
Members of the banquet
committee were Janet Smith,
Janice Rose, Tammie Parker,
Julie Peebles, Leslie Homra,
Laurie Crass, Lori Brandon,
Mandy Carman, Carol Teitloff,






Retired Federal Employees will
have a luncheon at eleven am.
at the Triangle Inn with Don
Brock as speaker.
Benefit Country Music Show
for Calloway County Fire &
Rescue will be at East Calloway
Elementary School at seven
p.m.
' " •
CAStES When It's Time For Portraits CHILDREN.










Mar. 31- April 1
Hrs. 10-hi-6
Limit 1 per subject
1 per family
,2nd subject - $1.49




Service will be held at the First
Christian Church from noon to
three p.m. with persons free to
come and go at random.
Murray Chapter Parents
Without Partners will meet at
the Ellis Center at eight p.m
with Dr Bailey Binford as
speaker.
Saturday, March 29
Hazel Alumni Banquet will be
at the Murray Woman's Club
House at seven p.m
Slave Day by Calloway High
Speech Team is scheduled.
Persons in need of work call 753-
5479 or 753-8141, days, or after
five p. m. 753-9459.
Mr. and Mrs. Will
Weatherford will be honored at
an open house for their golden
wedding anniversary at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Verner
Moody from five to nine p m.
Easter Egg Hunt for pre-
school through third grade
children of members of the
Murray Country Club at ten a.
m, at the club.
Easter Egg Hunt and party
for children of Oaks Country
Club will be held at the club at
10:30 a. m.
Sunday, March 30
Mr. and Mrs. Conn Scott will
have open house at their trailer
home on Murray Route Eight
from two to four p.m. in
celebration of their golden
wedding anniversary
Monday, March 31
ALsteen will meet at the AA
Hall, 6t1Land Walnut, at &e%-en
p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
7:30 p.m.
The Night Owl Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Donna Oakley, 1622W. Olive, at
seven p.m.
Tuesday, April I
Group U of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. W. J. Gibson at
two p.m. with Mrs. C. B. Fair as
cohostess and Mrs. Dan Hutson
giving the Program.
Jessie Ludwick Circle of First
Presbyterian Church will meet
with Mrs. Leroy Cunningham at
1:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.m.
District 17, Unit I, LPNs, will
meet at the Murray-Calaway
County Hospital at seven p.m.
Delta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the club house with
Mesdames Joe Nell Rayburn,
Charles Mercer, Stanford
Andrus, Misses Hazel Tarry,
Frances Sexton, and Ruth
Lassiter as hostesses.
Elizabeth Newnarn, assistant
professor of voice at MSU, will
present a recital at 8:15 p. m. at
the Farrell Recital Hall.
Waste Not—Want Not!
That old proverb, "Waste
not; want not!", promises a
reward for economy and ad-
vocates spending or using
refloiletea aref err ir-artr
aptly be applied to the body's
utilization of meat. For from
96 to 98 percent of the meat
eaten is completely digested
and utilized, therefore not
wasted This makes available
the many important nutrients
contained in melt: high




A local couple, Mr. and Mrs.
George W. Dunn, whose sons
are grown and married, have
just returned from an eight
days belated honeymoon to
Hawaii as a door prize won
months ago at a banquet given
by Productive Credit
Association.
They boarded a plane at
Chicago with 400 other
passengers and arrived safely,
visiting Oahu, the Hawaiian
Islands, Kona and Hilo, and also
Pearl Harbor.
Their vacation was perfect,
but nothing to compare to
getting bads home and loved
ones.
Mr. aix/ Mrs. Aubrey Smith,
"Lorene and Red," are others
besides my family who know
how to appreciate relatives, lots
of them.
The Smiths, moving back to
Concord after years in
Michigan, sent word to his and
her nearest of kin who live
around, that they were cleaning
and redecorating the upstairs
apartment on Concord Corner,
preparatory to retiring near her
dad, Kelley Smith.
Thole loyal family members
came with mops, brooms,
hammers, nails, paint, and
paint brushes and enjoyed
"slave days" working together
as they had a reunion.
We welcome the Smiths back
home.
Who, living in Kentucky
among friends and kinfolks,
would have exchanged placei
with Onassis of the hundred
times in their new house, and
have a For Sale sign on their
house near Panorama.
Wilma Levine Gannon of
Calloway formerly, and her
husband, both teachers in
Colorado Springs, with their
five children, expect to spend
Easter vacation with her father,
Otis Lovins, and relatives here.
The Red Country Music Barn
near Mt. Carmel Church con-
tinues to draw Saturday
evening crowds. "The Kings
Sons," four McClures and Billy
Salmon, a Murray University
student, are guests there
Saturday, March 22.
We are sorry to hear that
George Robert Lassiter, Jack
and Etha Bailey, and others are
still hospitalized.
We wish that the coming of
spring could bring hope and
health to all.
TEEN TOPICS
To win teenagers back to
dental care, a psychoanalyst
suggests that the "buddy sys-
tem" be encouraged For office
visits and that they be treated
as adults.
Using technical words
makes teens and adults feel
inferior, the analyst points
out. Also, because "teenagers
feel invincible about the fu-
ture, any warnings about the
consequences of neglecting
their teeth will only go un-
heeded."
The incidence of crab lice
(pubic lice) in the U.S. is
highest in girls, 15-19 years
of age, and in males over 20.
The "crabs" may infest not
only the pubic region but
also the hairs of the thighs
and trunk, "The recent sexual
revolution has played a vital
role in this epidemic, partic-
ularly in young, unmarried
individuals," a professor of
dermatology states.
CeOGOOPi Thru Wed.
Matinees at 2:30 thru Sun.




Milli011. HAYES-BERRY POWERS McINTIRE WYNN
We hope that a lace Indiana
•couple, the Saunders, get tc
complete their new house near
Keniana which has been hin-
dered for months because Of a
disputed boundary line after
their well was dug.
Mr. and Mrs. John Livesay
proved to be good neighbors by
offering them a big country
home, once the Joe
tgomery house, until the nesir?:
house can be built.
The Guy Lovins' have already::
entertained company a few
DOUG









Gives Program am WSW
11111111POINIUNII
COL OR Plena b., Mov••• •
Waters Circle
The Alice Waters Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Women met at the home of Mrs.
Dwight Crisp on March 11 at
9:30 am. with fifteen members
present and Mrs. Lowell King,
Chairman, opening the meeting
with a devotion and prayer.
Mn. King urged as many
members as possible to attend
the general society meeting on „.
April 1. Mrs. Gene Hendon was
appointed to serve as
representative from the Alice
Waters Circle to the upcoming
Flea Market, and Mrs. H. G.
Dunn was appointed to
represent the circle on the
kitchen committee of the
general society.
The circle voted to send
remembrances to the shutins at
Easter time.





Late Show Tonight L Sat. 11:40
"Love File" (X 18 or over only
Fri., Sat. - 6:30, 9:30 4:
Sun. -2:30,7:30
Mon thru Thur - 7 :30 g
:•:Ot
FINAL DAYS — Ends Thurs., Apr. 3
fl
INFERNO
P"grinacame 'inLenthet'" springanday ng that eareLent r:
symbolich
with the renewal of life. She said OrTS
that fromof the 
forty 
dayAsh f orWednescslajyesusto A:r 4
Easter is forty days which is
spent fasting, praying, and:
Asspreparing himself for the things •
he had to face, the forty hours
liforty years the Israelites DUR A
wandered in the wilderness,
searchingfor the promised
The meeting was closed with
prayer by Mrs. Jones.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK Coney, of •44160,1",
If you throw away the
liquid from canned vege-
tables, you're wasting a good
deal of the nutrition that can
originally contained, accord-
ing to UK Extension nutri-
tionists. To get the full value
of the vitamins and minerals
In the vegetable liquid, try
draining it off and 'boiling it
down to about one-third of
its original volume-then add
-the vegetable-to this concen
trated liquid and heat it for
serving Or try using the
liquid in gravy, soup, or in a
cream sauce of stew, the
nutritioniSt1 suggest
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FOR SATURDAY, MARCH 29, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Some intrigue evident. Keep
involvement to a minimum. Go
your sturdy way, unaffected by
pettiness or deception.
TAURUS 
6167'Apr. 21 to May 211
Don't insist on your own way
if others disagree, except where
right must prevail. Enjoy
friends whose interests revive
your spirits.
GEMINI






(June 22 to July 23) 00
You will be judged more by
action than by words. But be
sure that BOTH register to your
 benefit. Discuss "sticky"
problems with knowing heads.
LEO.
Puly-24 to Aug. 231 /2(411
Some unexpected moves will
call for alertness in all areas.
Don't. be overly suspicious
where it's not warranted,
however.
  VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Some restraint needed. Just
betause another's idea sounds
'intriguing" does not mean it is
best for YOU. Think!
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -An
Personal relationships under
something of a cloud. Be
especially tactful in situations
where money is involved.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Someone may try to involve
you in a personal problem.
Steer clear of the situation—as




Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Your self-confidence and
poise should be at a peak now,
so take the initiative and go
after what you want. Stumbling
blocks will fall by the wayside.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Don't let your impulses
dominate logic—especially in
situations where finances are
involved. Recklessness with
money now could prove
disastrous later.
AQUARIUS




written matters. Day spells
action. Plan—and act—wisely.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XQ'
A period for some in-
trospection. Through reflection,
you will get a clearer view of the
road ahead, to make plans for
further accomplishment and
satisfaction.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly enthusiastic individual,
always intensely active, and
with an imagination that
visualizes lofty goals—which
you CAN attain. Your courage,
integrity and gift of leadership
are outstanding, and you make
fine executives and organizers;
are also astute in handling
finances—IF you do not act too
impulsively. You are highly
intuitive, and your love of
beauty and color may lead you















could attain great success.
Aside from your talent for
painting, your creative abilities
extend to the areas of music and
writing. Birthdate of: John




Pleasant Grove Club Has Regular Meeting At Mrs. Jones' Home
Mrs. Clifton E. Jones opened
her home for the meeting of the
South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club held on
Wednesday, March 12, at one p.
m. with Mrs. Viola McReynolds
giving the devotion.
Presenting the main lesson on
"The Middle Years of Life" was
Mrs. Ellis Ross Paschall, who
also read a letter telling about
the "New Look of Spring in
Clothing."
The craft lesson on "Teneriffe
Embroidery" was given by
'Deo&
By Abig• ail Abigai Van Buren
Abby's hopes are high
-foryounesshoplifter
DEAR ABBY: A little of the light has gone out of my
life. My heart is heavy and I can't seem to turn my thoughts
to anything else for very long.
I've just discovered that my lovely, 14-year-old daughter
is a shoplifter, and has been for sometime, Abby, it's as
though I have two daughters. One I know, and the other is a
stranger to me.
I have always tried to keep the lines of communication
open. My husband and I have always tried to teach our
children to be honest and law-abiding. I can't understand
what went wrong. What would cause a girl who never
wanted for anything, and was raised in a good Christian
home to go into a store and steal? Where could she have
gotten her criminal tendencies? She is going for counseling
today as she refuses to talk to me about it. I pray she can be
helped. I want her to grow into a beautiful young
woman—inside as well as out.
Have you any words of comfort for me?
DESPAIRING MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: Don't despair. Your daughter won't
talk to you about it because she is too ashamed. She knows
how deeply she has disappointed you. Young shoplifters do
not necessarily have "criminal tendencies." They
sometimes steal for the "thrill" of getting away with
something, or to impress their peers with their "courage."
Professional counselors are trained to help children
understand their anti-social behavior, and many young
shoplifters have matured into respectable, law-abiding
citizens.
DEAR ABBY: Our grandson had to marry his high
school sweetheart. They had a beautiful, hurry-up church
wedding. We gave them a $25 check for a wedding present.
Six months later they had a baby boy. Everything went
along fine for about a year. Then they got a divorce.
A year later, our grandson married a divorced woman
who had two small children. That was also a large church
wedding. Everything was pale pink. We gave them a $25
check for a wedding gift. That lasted only seven months.
After being single for two years, this same grandson is
going to get married again, this time to a young widow who
has a small child. We are hoping for the best.
My question is, do we have to give them a wedding
present, too? We are living on Social Security, and it is not
"esr
• GRANDPARENTS
DEAR GRANDPARENTS: Gift giving even to
grandchildren) is never compulsory. Give them your best
wishes now, and wait a while to bee if it takes. II it lasts a
year, give them an anniversary present.
DEAR ABBY: Eight years ago, I fell in love with a
married man. We worked for the same company. I was
single at the time, but I didn't believe in wrecking
marriages Iespecially where children were invloved), so I
didn't let the affair get out of hand.
Two years later, I married a wonderful man. I'll admit, I
married him for security, but I soon learned to love him in
my fashion. I was a faithful wife for six years. After our
second child was born, I went back to my old job. The
married man was still there, and the old flame was
rekindled. We both tried to fight it, but we couldn't. After a
while, we picked up our affair where we had left it.
Abby, I have never been happier. He feels the same way.
The strange part of it is that I really love my husband, and
he loves his wife, but we still love each other.
Tell me, Abby, is it possible to be in love with two people
at the same time?
CONFUSED BUT CONTENT
DEAR CONFUSED: No. However, it's possible to
"love" more than one person, but the state of being "in
love," as most people know it, is strictly a one-to-one
relationship.
Everyone ham a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have • Lovely Wedding:"
send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
1200 envelope.
Mrs. Bob Orr, who also directed
games and songs.
Mrs. Max Parks, president,
presided and members an-
swered the roll call by a giving a
favorite Bible verse. Mrs.
Raymond Story, secretary-
treasurer, gave her reports.
The group discussed the
homemakers spring trip to St.
Louis on April 10, and also the
tea in observance of National
Homemakers Week on May 9
from one to 3:30 p. m. at the
Eths Community Center.
Refreshments were served by.
the hostess. Also present were
Mesdames Milford Orr, Ermine.
Stewart, Jackie Buterworth,
Hester H. Brown, and Gerald
--Paschall.
The next meeting will be held
in the home of Mrs. Raymond




Mrs. Ford Gives Program
The Faith Doran Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Women met Tuesday, March 11,
at two p. m. in the social hall of
the church with Mrs. Carl
Harrison,-chairman, presiding.
Members opened the meeting
by singing. ,the hymn, "I'll Go
Where You-Want Me To Go,"
and repeating the Collect.
Reports were ,given by Mrs.
Robert Smith and Mrs. Isaac
Clanton, secretary and
treasurer respectively.
Mrs. Vernon Roberts in-
troduced Mrs. Connie Ford,
leader for the program on
"Prayer and Self Denial." Miss
Meadow Buie gave the
devotion.
Others having a part on the
program were Mrs. Robert
Smith, Mrs. Vernon Roberts,
Mrs. Bun Swann, Mrs. Carl
Rowland, and Mrs. David
Henry, with the latter giving
highlights and progress being
made with offerings given for
Prayer and Self Denial.
The hostesses, Mrs. Lola
White, Mrs. Matte Parker, and
Mrs. Julius Sharp, served
refreshments to the twenty
members and two visitors, Mrs.
Lang of Paducah and Miss
Auclie Green, with the latter




Now, Extenuon SP•01181118,11 St
the UK CcelIKPF of AFITIculTUr•
Carefully planning the
amourrts of food you
purchase and prepare at home
can help you cut the family
food bill, according to UK
Extension foods specialists.
To avoid waste, plan family
meals for five to seven days at
a time; this lets you deter-
mine the most economical
amount of food you can buy.
Dirty
Carpet?
Let Kirby Carpet Care professionally steam clean
your carpet.






























Limited ashion Look, HurrY for Best 
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STARTING MONDAY!
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REGULAR $1.49 TO $1.99 YD. — 
FAMOUS MILLS
BROADCLOTH PRINTS
• 45" wide, Machine 
Washable, Perma-Press
• 100% Cotton, 
Polyester & Cotton, Polyester 
& Avril
• Patchwork, Calico 
and Bandana Look 
Prints
• Juvenile, Batik, 
American Look and many 
others
• Tremendous 
selection all at one low price
VALUES TO 51.49 YD.
LACES & TRIM
• New Sur r g Turns & Laces
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Congress To Face_TToublesome
Problems After Easter Recess
WASHINGTON (AP) — When it recon-
venes April 7 after a 10-day recess,
Congress will face troublesome problems
on energy, military aid for Southeast Asia
and further measures to counter the
recession.
The recess began today after the
legislators met late Wednesday night to
approve a 824.8 billion tax cut measure
designed to stimulate the economy.
So far the 94th Congress has been far
busier than is normally the case in the first
session of a new Congress. And the frenetic
activity appears likely to continue after
the recess.
Soon after the new Congress convened in
January, Ford confronted the lawmakers
with far-reaching liroposals on the
economy and on energy.
The legislators agreed fully with him on
the need for a big tax cut, though the tax-
cut bill finally passed Wednesday night
was larger than what Ford had asked for.
But on energy policy there were sharp
differences between the administration
and the legislators and among the legisla-
tors.
The President proposed to cut down on
oil imports by raising tariffs In three steps
and freeing domestic oil from price con-
trols.
Congressional leaders denounced this
plan as highly inflationary and undertook
to draft their own conservation proposal&
Finally Ford agreed to postpone the last
two tariff hikes and to try to work out a
compromise with Congress.
The House Ways and Means Committee
already has started work on such a com-
promise bill and plans to resume its draft-
ing soon after the recess.
Chairman Al Ullman, I)-Ore., is pushing
a plan for a 37-cent increase in the gasoline
tax, now 4 cents a gallon, to try to reduce
consumption. A portion of this would be
rebated to consumers.
However, there is strong opposition to
this plan in the House, and some observers
say that Ullman's hopes for quick action
may be over-optimistic.
Ford is pressing Congress to provide ad-
ditional military aid for Cambodia and
South Vietnam, but the prospects are
highly uncertain because of substantial
sentiment among the majority Democrats
against further aid, particularly for Cam-
bodia.
Some Republican members of Congress
have criticized the Democrats for failing
to act on Ford's Indochina aid request
before the recess.
Soon after the recess, the Senate is to
debate a bill to provide $82.5 million for
Cambodia, much less than the 1222 million
asked by the President. The House Com-
mittee on International Relations has op-
posed that bill but may reconsider.
The President's request for $300 million
extra for South Vietnam has so far
received no consideration.
Bible Thought
will heal their backsliding, I will love
them freely: for mine anger is turned
away from him Hosea 14:4.
God has every right to be angry with us
for our failures, but the amazing thing is





A Tokyo department store receotly
honored its 10 millionth customer. The
young lady, Mikki Shemoya, received a
color tv and other gifts, posed for pictures
with the store president, was entertained
at a special luncheon with executives and
then proceeded to her original destination





A Column for Reeder Who Haven't flaw to Review
the Congressional Record Daily)
WOULD RAN UDDERS,
SPLEENS IN HOT DOGS
Rep. William D. Ford (Mich. ) "...Today,
I am joined by the entire Michigan
delegation in reintroducing legislation
which will permit States to enforce more
stringent meat standards than the
minumum Federal Standards.
"Ever since 1952. when the Michigan
State Legislature enacted into law the
Comminuted Meat Act, the consumers of
Michigan have enjoyed some of the highest
meat standards in the Nation. That Act
lalKING BACK
10 Years
The proposed Purchase Parkway will
miss Murray completely, according to
Henry Ward, Kentucky Commissioner of
Highways. The four lane highway will
extend from Fulton via Mayfield to
Calvert City.
Kern Battle, Murray High School
Seventh Grader. won a state A.AU
Swiriuning Championship at the state
meeting held at the Plantation Country
Club, Louisville
Mrs. Loretta Jobs was elected vice-
president of the Kentucky-Tennessee Tau
Phi Lambda WOW at the convention held
at Louisville.
Walter C. Elkins of Denver, Color., died
yesterday.
Mesdames Etarietts Wrather, J. A.
Outland, Goklie Curd, James Hutson.
Walter Duke, Quinton Gibson, and Ballet
Dunn will attend the State Homemakers
meeting at Lexington March 30-Apr11 1
20 Years Ago
The body of Capt. Thomas A. Sims, 27, of
Wilmington, Del., who disappeared on
Kentucky Lake March 6 with three other
Quartermaster Corps Officers, was found
today near Stewart, Tenn.
"Once again the Murray Rescue Squad
has shown its value to the community.
Over 2,000 people were involved in the
search for Mrs. Nance last week, but the
superior training of the local boys brought
results," from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C. Williams.
Mrs. Etta Hopkins died today at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. R. B. Mathis of
Dexter.
Attending the annual spring matting at
the tadlicaLiLD_igtrict Home Economics
Teachers held March 25 at MaRtiid were
Barletta Wrather, Lucy Lilly, Helen
Hogancamp, Mildred Gass, Rhodene
Natick, Frances Brown, Dr. Ralph Woods,
and Guy Lovins
applies specifically to hot dogs, lunch
meats, and sausages, as well as various
meats.
"However due to the ambiguity in the
language of the Federal Meat Inspection
Act of 1967 and to ensuing court suits,
Michigan's high meat standards have
recently been rendered inoperative by the
courts.
"The demise of Michigan's meat
standards began in 1971 when three large
out-of-State meat packing firms brought
suit against the State of Michigan
Agriculture Department because they felt
the State law was unconstitutional.
'This resulted in litigation until 1971
when the U. S. Supreme Court refused to
review a circuit court decision striking
down the provision of Michigan's Com-
minuted Meat Act.
'Thus, out-of-State packers are now
permitted to sell in Michigan hot dogs,
bologna, lunch meats, and sausages
containing such waste matter as udders,
spleens, salivary glands, snouts, and
various other offal which previously were
not permitted in meats sold in Michigan...
"When I introduced this bill in the last
session of Congress It was advocated by
the Michigan Department of A giienitnie ,
by civic groups throughout the State, and
by local, State and national consumer
groups. Further, It received the support of
several meat packers, it was advocated by
major television stations in the Detroit
area and called for in Fortune magazine...
"I strongly urge the' adoption of this
legislation (H. R. 4373) which will permit
us to continue enforcing our own meat
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Michigan amended the law and we
quote, "...federally Inspected meats not
meeting the Ingredient requirements of
this act must be prominently Identified in
the display area...tbe identification shall
consist of a sign not less than 18 by 24 in-
ches, with a heading to read: 'The
following products do not meet bUclUgaa's
high meat ingredient standards, but do
meet the lower federal standards..."
Other States may have their high meat
standard regulations challenged in the
courts.
Sunday School Lesson
By Dr. H. C.
Based on copynOund °igloos produced by the Comoutbaseo
the Undorili Serieb and used Uy permsabon
We Have A Hope
Hope is a combination of desire, ex-
pectation, patience, and joy. It implies a
desire for some good, which is future in its
realization and enjoyment, attended with
the pleasant anticipation and probability
of obtaining it. The God of the Bible, to
whom the prophets, the Lord Jesus (1hrist,
and His apostles repeatedly made
reference, is the God of hope. God the
Father is the author of hope, and Christ the
Son is the dispenser and the inspirer of
hope. The God of hope has communicated
to men a revelation of Himself and of His
purposes in Christ. Christianity is
preeminently the religion of hope. The
Christian hope is allied, not with
weakness, but with strength. Therefore,
all of us need this hope and the courage
which accompanies it. God wants all who
have the Christian hope to live in harmony
with it, and to do their best to influence
others to become the possessors of it,
because it is both steadfast and sure.
Hebrews 13:20-21
In his earnest and remarkable prayer
for the recipients of this letter, the writer
began by extolling both the Person and the
work of God, which is the proper way for
every child of God to pray. Then, he ad-
dressed Him as the "God of peace." Due to
the fact that sin had alienated him from
God, man sorely needed to be reconciled to
Him. Through the substitutionary death of
Jesus Christ on the cross the righteous
demands of God were satisfied, and it
became possible for God to continue to be
Just and also to be the justifier of all who
would believe on Christ as their Saviour.
That God accepted Christ's atonement for
man's sin was proved or validated by His
bringing forth from the dead His crucified
and buried Son. To Him was given the
significant arid meaningful name, "that
great shepherd of the sheep." In the role of
shepherd Christ cared for His sheep and
gave His all for them.
Following the ascriptions of praise, the
writer made an earnest request that God
would fully equip and empower the
Christians for whom he was praying for
the doing of the work which He had
assigned to them In compliance with the
divine will. The writer was exceedingly
anxious for his readers to do God's work in
the way in which He wanted it done,
regardless of the number of obstacles or
the enormity of the opposition they might
encounter in the process. Aware of their
inability to do this, apart from the divine
enablement, he besought God to enable
them to live and to labor in a manner that
would be pleasing to Him.
Hebrews 13:1-8
Observant of and shocked by the break-
down of Christian fellowship, and con-
'finc.ed that this prevailing condition would
lead to a breach of their fellowship with
Christ, the writer challenged all of his
Christian readers to continue the
cultivation of brotherly love. The
prevalence and the expression of love for
one's brethren in Christ must not be
overlooked or neglected. However, their
love must not be limited to Christians, but
it must also find expression in hospitality
to strangers.
It is to be remembered that persecution
caused many of the early Christians to
become travelers, so those who en-
tertained them rendered them a great
favor and at the same time expressed their
love for Christ. Hospitality to strangers is
one effective means of sharing the gospel
of Christ and responding to human need
Christian hospitality to strangers is en-
joined upon all who follow the Lord Jesus.
God will certainly bless and reward His''
children who are hospitable arid kind to
others. Showing Christian kindness and
helping those who need assistance and
encouragement will never go unnoticed or
unappreciated by our Lord. Doing things
for others, out of a heart of genuine
Christian love, will be viewed by our Lord
as the equivalent of rendering service for
Him.
Marriage is honorable, and should be
held in high regard by all. Nobody is
justified in violating the integrity of
another home. Only evil results can accrue
frOIT1 so doing. God will not overlook the sin
of anyone who does so.
To each believer comes the admonition,
'Let your manner of life be without
covetousness." The admonition is not
restricted to the speaking of the Lips, as the
word "conversation" would indicate, but
the entire manner of life is meant, in-
cluding the thoughts, words, and actions.
The sin of covetousness shows itself in
craving for that which one does not have.
May God help us to shun the love of
money! Just as there is a vice to be
shunned, so there is a virtue to be sought,
namely, contentment or satisfaction with
what we have.
Speaking to each of His children God
says: "I will never leave thee, nor forsake
thee." Here God has promised that He will
never withdraw His guiding hand from His
child, but will lead him into glory. He also
promises that He will never withdraw Ills
protecting presence from His child. God
'will never leave His own destitute of
support or forsake them when they grow
old and are worn out. He will never with-
draw His presence from His children.
Since He is our helper, we need not fear
what man may do to us.
The Christ of yesterday, today, and
tomorrow is unchanging in His person, in
which there are two beings in unity—the
Son of God and the Son of Man. He is the
same in His attributes. He is the same in
His character—righteous, faithful, loving,
merciful, forbearing, and tender. Christ is
unchanging in His purpose—to reveal God
to man, redeem man from sin, and
reconcile man to God. Christ is un-
changing in His power to transform a
man's heart, change his will, and enrich
his life.
Contemporary Religious Thought
"Holy Week And Yott"
The English writer, John Drinkwriter,
has a play entitled "A Man's House." It is
set in Jerusalem at the time of Jesus.
Though Jesus is the central character of
the play he never appears on stage, he
never speaks so those who are viewing the
play can hear. The story centers around
Jesus, but it is primarily about a Jewish
businessman; practically all of the play is
set in just one room, where he has his
office in his home. Most of the time he is
there—sitting behind his desk. He's there
on Palm Sunday, when Jesus comes
triumphantly into that city. He's there
during the turmoil of the temple clean-
sing; he's there when his wife and
daughters go to Calvary and follow the
procession to the Cross. He is in his office
on Easter morning when others go to the
empty tomb and learn of the risen Lord.
But this man ks totally untouched by It. The
events that happened during those
days.. nothing about it touches him.
We are now in another Holy Week
celebration. No subject is so central in the
scriptures as the passion event of our
Lord; it occupies a large segment of the
Gospels, and the Cross is the central
preachment of the Apostles. The Road to
Calvary is mapped from Oberriunagau to
"Jesus Christ, Superstar"; it is the subject
of innumerable literary and musical
creations. There is something about the
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passion narrative of Jesus, the Christ, that
is eternally fresh and compulsively con-
victing.
As we relive in memory and celebration
these days from Palm Sunday to Easter,
many opportunities for the deepening of
your faith will be present. Your personal
commitment can rise to a new plane—if
you will.
The businessman in Drinkwater's play
was totally untouched by the drama of
redemption. How about you?
Ed L. Crump Jr.
Paris District Supt.
United Methodist Church
Letters To The Editor
Recognition Appreciated
Dear Editor:
Thanks to the Murray Ledger & Times
and also to Judge Miller for the recognition
of Calloway County High Speech and
Debate team and their fine coach, Larry
England.
As you know, Mr. England was named
Kentucky Speech and Debate Coach of the
Year. This is one of the reasons for such a
winning team.
and several other parents have had the
privilege to accompany the team to
several speech tournaments; some of
these trips being for several days. There
surely is no better disciplined group
anywhere
The students show the highest respect
for their coach, team and for themselves.
Their conduct is a credit to the school and
the entire county. It certainly is a pleasure
to be with them at their meets.
The speech team is hard westing and
a& disciplined. Their achievements are
well deserved.
Thank you and your newspaper for your
encouragement to them and thanks, too, to
Judge Miller, for proclaiming this week in





Give A Little Extra
To Fight Recession
Dear Editor:
Politicians and economists seem always
to be implying that recession and inflation
are misfortunes which are imposed upon
us by insidious forces beyond the com-
prehension or reach of ordinary people.
Even the union leaders, who should know
better, are now descending upon
Washington and demanding that Congress
and the President solve the problems
which the unions themselves have had a
major share in creating.
The U. S. Government cannot provide
the citizens of the U. S. with the "good
life." We must do this for ourselves, And
we can, but we must first understand the
problems and then admit to our own part
in causing them, before we can begin to
find useful answers.
The fact is that we ordinary people
ourselves create inflation and recession
through poor judgment, ignorance and just
plain greed. Too many of us insist on
demanding more and more for the same
( or less) work. Too many of us expect to
improve our own life at the expense of
someone ( anyone) else. Every time an
hourly wage rate, a professional fee, or a
commission increases, inflation advances.
Every time someone decides not to use a
product or a service because costs are too
high, recession is stimulated.
Federal, state and local governments
are severely handicapped when too many
of us ordinary citizens have the attitude
that we are going to get all we can for
ourselves regardless of what our actions
may do to others. About the only action
open to the "government" is to force us to
quit exploiting each. other for personal
gain. Then we consider this to be taking
away our freedom, which it is.
The better answer is for us to use our
freedom more wisely. When we demand
more for less, our friends, neighbors and
fellow citizens have to give more for less.
Each in turn thinks he has to demand more
for less. Things inevitably get out of hand,
and then we scream to "the government"
for help.
Think what would happen if most of us
had the habit of giving a little extra instead
of taking a little extra. The benefits would
be shared by all.
Whatever happened to the "baker's
dozen"?
R. L. Hart
Rt. 2, Box 145
Buchanan, Tenn.
Where Are Our Christians?
Dear Editor:
Recently, while visiting my mother in
Murray, I read in the Murray Ledger &
Times that a book was being written about
a bootlegger and perhaps a movie would
be made of his life.
Yesterday, I received a newspaper
clipping stating that Angela Davis, an
outspoken communist, would speak on the
campus at M .S.0
While shopping last week in a local store,
I saw magazines with nude people on the
cover in plain view for all, including in-
nocent children, to see.
My daughter recently applied and was
hired for a job at a local hamburger
establishment, but because she refused to
wear pant uniforms, but agreed to wear a
knee length dress uniform, she was denied
a job.
Where are our Christians? Are we afraid
to condemn sin and take a stand against
evil?
Please read 2 Chronicles 7:14 where God
promises to heal our land and 2 Timothy
3:1-17 speaking of the "Last Days." God
give us more Christians who will take a
stand in these last days.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Vannetta Bullard
Rt. 2 Box 523
Chesterton, Ind.
( formerly of Murray )
Today In History
fly 71.
Today is March 28, the 87th day of 1975.
There are 278 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1939, the Spanish Civil War ended as
Madrid fell to the forces of Francisco
Franco.
On this date—
In 1483, the Italian painter, Raphael, was
born in Urbino.
In 1660, King George I of England was
born.
In 1930, the name of the Turkish city of
Constantinople was changed to Istanbul.
In 1942, during World War II, British
naval forces raided the Nazi-occupied
French port of St. Nazaire and blew up the
harbor installations.
In 1964, tidal waves set off by a
devastating earthquake in Alaska wrecked
the business district of Crescent City,
Calif.
Ten years ago: An earthquake broke a
dam north of Santiago, Chile, and at least
428 persons were killed.
Five years ago: The state radio in Cam-
bodia, reacting to anti-government distur-
bances, called all military veterans and
reservists to active duty.
One year ago: In Ethiopia, mounting
civil unrest virtually paralyzed the foun-
dering government of Emperor Haile Se-
lassie.
Today's birthdays: Presidential
Assistant for Consumer Affairs Virginia
Knauer is 60. Actor Alfred Lunt is 82.
Thought for today: It takes stronger
character to stand good fortune than bad





Hemorrhage from the upper
digestive tract (esophagus,
storraitch; or duodenum) is a
fairly common medical
emergency which may be
aeri($us, even fatal, especially
when such bleeding takes place
in an older person The victim
often requires hospitalization,
bed rest, sedatives and other
medications, transfusions, and,
in severe cases, surgery to con-
trol the bleeding. The related
disability may be extensive; and
the cost, even in cases that turn
ouLfaxprably, is gager Stzable-:.
A new, simpler method — the
use of a laser beam — has been
successful in' stopping bleeding
lesions in expenrnental animals
i dogs) This procedure looks pro-
By F.J.L Blasingame, M.D
mising in the treatment of simi-
lar lesions in the upper digestive
tract in humans.
The new technique is de-
scribed by Richard Dwyer. M.D.,
and associates in a recent issue
of the Journal of the American
Medical Association. In dogs
under anesthesia, the
researchers created hemorrhag-
ing sites in the upper gastroin-
testinal tract by using biting for-
ceps inserted through a flexible
fiberopic optic system.
Such fiheropic equipment is.
now available„argtheshagnostl..
intestinal tract disease can hi-
made by inserting the flexible ii
strument through the mouth and
visualizing the diseased site.
These authors extended Ow
usefulness of such equipment by
adding a laser device, since
lam- light has been successful in
achieving blood coagulation
under different circumstances.
The experimenters were able
to inspect the bleeding sites,
which were washed with water
through the instrument to 'get
clear vision Then a laser beam,
controlled in amount to prevent
damage to deeper tissue, was
turned on, cauterizing the bleed-
ing surface
The new technique may prove
very useful in humans and, to
quote the authors, "obviate the
necessity for surgery or a long
period of medical manage-
ment"
BLASINGAME
Q Mr. C.O. inquires whether it
is true that most of the major ac-
cidents occur over the weekend
A : Most major accidents take
place on weekends, particularly
Friday and Saturday nights and
holidays, according to Adams
Cowley. M.D., director of the In-
stitute for Emergency Medicine
at the University of Marytand in
BAltimore Alcohol is often a
contributing factor
Q MISS AR asks about the
number of calories in a malted
milk
A Depending on its SIM, a
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Worship Service 11 0041 in
Evening worth,p 7 30p in
Emmanuel Missionary
AliornIng Worship 1100am
Evening Worship 6 30p in
First Baptist
Morning Worship 10 .45a m
Evening WOrshil3 • 30p in
West Fork
ritor n ing Worship 11:00a.m
Sunday Evening 6.00 p.m
Wednesday Evening 7:00p.m
Spring Creek
Morning Worship I I 00 a in
Evening Worship C 00p in
Northside
Morning Worship 11 00a m
Evening Worship 7 00p m
Sinking Springs
Morning Worship 11.00 •.rn.





Morning Worship 11.00 a m
Evening Worshlp 6:30pm.
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship 10 45a m
Evening Worship 7 00p m
Blood River
Morning Worship 11 00a m











Morning Worship 11 00 a m
Evening Worship 6 30D in
Locust Grove
Morning Worship 11 00a m
Evening Worship 7 00p m
Chestnut Street General
Sunday School 10 00. in
Morning Worship 11 00a m
Nazarene
Murray Church
Sunday School 10 00 a in
Worship Service 11 00a m
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship 11 00 a m
Evening Worship 7 00p m
Pentecostal
Almo Heights
Morning Worship 11 00a in
Evening Worship 7 30p in
United, 310 Irvan Ave
Sunday School 10 00 a in
Evening Worship 7 00p in
United, New Concord
Memormn-IMPOM ...Sunday School 10.00a.m
Morning wors.s.„, ----107-soa.m-SVorship Services tta.m ,7p.m
Evening Worship 7.03p.m
Calvary Temple
 -4,--- ,ti New Mt. Carmel Missionary "-SUnditY Sch013: 10 00. m
Morning Worship Is Do. m.Worship Services 11a m .7 30p m
Evening Worship 7 00p .m.
First Assembly 01 God
Flint Baptist Church School 10
Morning worship II 00 - a.m. -Worship Service 
CO
11 CO
Evening Worship 6 45 p.r,
_ --- First Assembly Of God
Cherry Corner Church School 10-00 a.m






























Sunday School 10 00a In.
Worship Service 11:00a.m.
Vesper Service 5 00p.m.
Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School 10 - 00 a. in
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 am .11am .4 30p
in Saturday Mass 6 30 D inn
Christian Science Services
Farmer Ave and 1711, St , Murray,
Ky , Sundays 11.00 a m. Testimony
meeting second Wednesday 8 p.m.
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower 10-30a m





















on nw4i.1-41.4 triumph a
God'. spirit over. the Rath. Ii s no good
to think that We resurrection is some
minor incident whkh to celebrmed in
the spring. Resurreetion la
It i• the eentral theme of the (Ariation
religion-that man'0 immortal mid will
exisit long after the body is gone. Thaw
are we freed from the fear of death.
Attend church on Easter Stindos. Re-
joice with God that -He is Risen^.
istik
YOU IN The ['Areal
roe CtitleCti 5 You
• • ••••••




Worship services 10.4.5 a m , 7 p.m
  Christian
Worship Services 10 45 am ,?pm
Church Of Christ
New Providence
Morning Worship 11 00a m.

















Morning Worsh 10 50 a m
Evening Worship 6 30 m
Seventh & Poplar
Worship Service 10 40a in
Evening Worship 6 00p m
New Concord
Morning Service 10,50a .m
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
Plesalli Wang
Morning Worship . 31:00 a.m .
Evening Worship 6 00p in
Second Street
Morning Worship 11 00 •.m.







Morning Worship 10 50a.m.
Evening Worship 6.00p.m.
Kirtsey Church of Christ
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Morning Worship 10.50 a.m.




Sunday School 10 00 a in , Worship
Service 9- 00 a in every other
Sunday
North Pleasant Grove
Sunday School 9 4.5 a in
Worship Service 11:00 a.m
Oak Grove
Sunday School 10:00a.m.







This page made possible by the following supporting firms:
Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a m 1St Sunday.
10 00 a in 3rd Sunday Sunday
School 10 00 a m 2nd 1 4th
Martin's Chapel United
Worship SerelLe 9 30 a inn
Suncsay School 10 10 a in
Good Shepherd United
WOcs0 47 Service 10 00 a rri
Sunday School 11 00. in
Independence United
Sunday Si rico' 10 00. rrl
Morning Worship II 00. rn
Korksey United
Morning Worship 11 00a m
Evening Worship 7 00p rn
Coldwater United
Worship Service II 00 m 1st &
2nd Sunday 10 00 a in 3rd &
Sunday School ID 00. in (Si &
Sunday II 00 a m 3rd 4. 'Ii'
Sunday
Temple Hill United
Morning Worship 15 00a rn
Sunday School 11 00a m
First Methodist
Worship 13 451810 50a m
Russells Chapel United
Sunday School 10 00a in
Morning Worship 11 00a in
GOOsen Methodist
Worship Service at II 00 a m 1st &
3rd Sundays. 9 30 a m 2nd &
Sundays. Bible Study 6 30 p in
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9:30 •.m. tat &
3rd sunders, am, 2ndI. Ills
Sundays
Cole's Camp Ground
Worship Service 10 00 a in
Dester-Plardin United
Worship Service 10 00 • m.
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11 Cgs rn.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
Mt Hebron
WOrghlp Service 10 00 •.m. lit
Sunday-ti 00 p.m. 3rd. Sunday
Sunday School 11.00 a in 1st
iunday-10, 00 • m 2nd. 3rd 8 Oh
Sunday
Mt Carmel
Worship Service10 00 am Ind
Sunday: 11_00 a in. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10.00a in tat, 3rd I
4th Sunday 11:00 a.m 2nd Sunday
Waymen Chapel
AWE Church
Morning Services 10 45 a in
Brooks Chapel United
lst & 3rd SundaY 9 -30•.m.
Everting 7 CO p.m.
2nd &rth Sunday 11 034.M.
No evening Worship
Bethel Unreel
let & 3rd SundaY 11:00a.m.
Ind & 4111 Sunday 9:30a.m.
Evening COO p.m_
South Pleasant Grove
Sunday School 10 00 a
Morning Worship 11 00 a
Evening 7 00 p
Storey's Chapel United
Morning Worship 9 45 a





4R. ' too Weekdays:
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11e2 Chosen', Norret.• By.
Ewing Tire Service
Ni. , CAP
li.iii,i, Ch.. 1......., 751 1314
God Still Speaks to those




North 6 am .10 p m EverydaU.S. e41 Your Complete Tire Service Osedor
.41, Plessivisfer-Tnick A Fawn MIX -
ii.
Worlds larpolt and finest chain of Pancake Houses,
locally Monied and operated.
-JOIN US AFTER CHURCH-
"THE PLENTIFUL PLATE PLACE"
---
Rd. 7113164KIS Coligniater
He who has never failed
has never tried
Grecian Steak House
TOM ANDREWS-YOUR HOSTw. are running specials Daily, Mon. thru Thurs.
Fri., Sat., Son. -T.Borte Steak Special
Ne. 12111 Ext. 641 - Call in Orders to 753-4419
Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVERY SATURDAY AT 1 P.M.-PM. 753-5334
Hags bought daily
Horse Sale Earn 3rd Friday Night





002 Chestnut Phone 7S1-81111
PIZZA
FAST.FREE•MOT DELIVERY
5141 W. Main 753 7075V I
pi Arne/icon
Cain & Treas Motor Sales
Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
Five Points Phone 75344411-
Life is a one way street ,




"For The Woman Who Cares" 
. ,,















YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER .
1105 Po 10. gsw- Black I. of S. 17W-Planie 7S3-14419
1 Juanita's Flowers, Inc... , A' *# ..f.'.. "WHEN YOU NEED FLOWERS-
''P-Ittilliq. ' THINK OF OURS"
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybeans










901 Sycamore Phone 753-7724




KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL
"Every Day You Delay Lets Buds Have
Their Way."
100 fal. 13Th St. 753-3914
Palace Cafe
Five Points 753 79/1
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012




Phone 753.8295 753 4652IWO Pouge AvHe n,
The Christian Book Center
WAYNE 11. CATHY PERR1N-OWNERS
-Bibles-Records-MissiC-1100141-
-Church Supplies-Gitts-
SO8 Chestnut St 7S1-047s
Kenlake Marina
J.W.ILMAPA- MOR
41 HOUSE BOAT RENTALS 4














Cain's Union 76 Service
Used cars Minor Repairs
Dean tire Distributor Wholesale - Retail
6th & Main 753 5116?
Verble Taylor - 753-3548
C. E Cain. Jr - 753-6738me
Heaven Is A Bargain
However Great The Cost
Kentucky fri ed Ckicktn
"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th
Call in Orders 753-7101
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"
Membe, FDIC
500 Main So I7th A Story Chestnut St
753-2311 753 66Sf 753-1215
Farmers Grain
& Seed Co .
• Tom
Dan Boaz Owner
Gla tl.oar1 Ave 753-M64
VII.
Tom's Pizza Palace
THIS FOOD IS NOT FROZEN
..ii-eliK"., .Made Fresh Using The Best Qualit% I
R ---- -WE DELIVE r-
if. N . 12th Ext. 1753-6113-...A.-
Corvette Lanes Inc.
"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"






Murray. KY Pti 753 NU




FlF-t owers for all OccasionsT 
Ho ii-., Piants.Landscaping












A COMPLETE ***** D WENT
605 Maya. St 751 4474
..
Smiles never go up in price




modernize your furnitureavitti new
upholstery
A Complete Car Upholstery Center
601 South ith 753 0405
°.Tak• Time for God
)..-
Wayne Darnell Outboard Mann.
Your Johnson Motors Dealer
- • Salies.MPVIc•- Parts
Boats & Boating Supplies
Hwy •4 E 753 1714 ___
Stokes Tractor II Implement Co.
MASSEY•FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
•
industrial Rol, - Phone 7S1-1314
_






Route 4, Boy 316
Murray, Ky. Phone 753 4935
--,
Tests '
Murray.' Melt Cerninete Department Store
Cao?cai thatiMinal Center 753 7175
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7:00 — Channel 29 -
"Tartan's Fight for Life".
A jungle lord wars with
natives and animals in this
adventure story. Runs 90
min.
8:00 — Channel 3 - "The
Ten Commandments",
Part I. Charlton Heston and
Yul Brenner star in this
Cecil B. DeMille classic.
Runs 2 hrs. 30 min.
8:00 — Channel 6 - "The
f Greatest Seory Ever Told-
-I-Part II, a film chronicle -of—
the last year of Christ's life.
Runs 2 hrs 5 min.
8:30 — Channel 29 -
d "Fireball 500". Stockcar•
racers and moonshiners
i battle it out in this drama.
.: Runs 90 min.
1lie0v.35r of Mystery",C  onChannel 6 -„R
adventure set in the jungles
of Brazil.
11:00 — Channel 3 - —The
Last Hunt", a western tale




12:00 — Channel 29 -
'Rebus", 'a crime drama
•involving a Beruit casino.
SUNDAY NIGHT
i MOVIES
- 7:30 — Channel 3 - "The
'Ten Commandments,"
-conclusion of the drama
begun Saturday night. Runs
-2 hrs.
10:15 — Channel 3 - "The
Hucksters", a drama set on
Madison Avenue, and
starring Clark Gable and
Deborah Kerr. Runs 2 hrs
i 10:30 — Channel 6 -
1"Backtrack", a tale of the
;Old West, featuring the




1030 — Channel 12 - "The
...Young Runaways", the
',drama of three teen-agers
who seek a home and new
;life in Chicago's hippi




• gex-acuet racer rao '  dramaan
TUESDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
7:30 — Channel 3 -
'Savages", a drama in
hich Andy Griffith is cast
a sadistic hunter. Runs
)3 min.
'• 7:30 — Channel 6 -.•
Strange Homecoming". In
'this drama, Robert Culp
Dlays a hometown boy back
tor a visit Runs 90 min.
• -. 7:30 — Channel 12- "The
Runaways", a family
drama about a boy and a
)east . Runs 90 min.
10:30 — Channel 12 ;
'Who's Got the Action?", a..
an Martin comedy, also
tarring Ilima Turner. Runs
hrs
t
n11:05 — Channel 29 
Th
-
' ere Ain't No Justice".
. e drama of a young
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
7:30 — Channel 3 - "Dead
Man on the Run". Peter
Graves heads a federal
investigation team Runs 90
min.
10:30 — Channel 12 -
"Corky", a drama starring
Robert Blake as a drifter
who seems born to lose.
Runs 1 hr. 45 min.
11:05 — Channel 29 -
"Thunder Alley", the story
of stock .-cor racers whore




8:00 — Channel 12 - "The
Crime Club", a crime
drama of a society formed
for the prevention of crime.
Runs 90 min.
10:30 — Channel 12 -
"Men of the -Fighting
Lady". Van Johnson and
Walter Pidgeon are CaSt as
jet pilots in this drama
Runs 1 hr. 40 min.








8-00 — Channel 12 - '"The
Other", a Gothic thriller of
a small town shaken by
tragedies. Runs 2 hrs.
1100 — Channel 3 -
"Alexander's Ragtime
Band", a musical showcase
for Itving Berlin's music.
Stars Tyrone Power, Alice
Faye.
10:30 — Channel 12 -
" R a intree Dounty".
Elizabeth Taylor and
Montgomery Clift star in
this drama.
11:05—Channel 29 - "The
Ghost of Frankenstein".
Bela Lugosi stars in the
title role in this thriller.






NEW YORK (API - The
Metropolitan Opera Guild cele-
brated its 40th birthday at a
luncheon here, with a message
from its founder, Mrs. August
Belmont, 91.
She said, "The one millionth
pupil has now attended live op-
era under Guild sponsorship.
The Guild has raised close to $4
million through its dues and do-
nations." Mrs. Belmont founded
the Guild as a money-raising
organization during the Depres-
sion, when it looked as though
the Met might have to close
from lack of money.
Schuyler Chapin, Met general
manager said, "Forty years
ago the Met was in a financial
crisis and 40 years later -
well. The same feeling of op-
timism that caused the Guild to
be started exists today and
Lynn Redgrave (left) plays Berta Garlan in "Vienna
1900: The Spring Sonata" as she dreams of what
her life might have been if she had pursued her
career as a concert pianist. See her on MASTER-
PIECE THEATRE on Sunday, April 6th at 8:30 p.m.
ET on KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION.
Sports Schedule
SATURDAY SPORTS
2:00 p.m — Channel 6 -
NCAA Basketball: National
semi-final
2:30 p.m. — Channel 3 -
Pro Bowling: BPAA U.S.
Open
2:30 p.m. — Channel 12 -
Pro Tennis: Philadelphia
Women's Tourney
4:00 p.m. — Channel 3 -
Wide World of Sports
4:00 p.m. — Channel 6 -
NCAA Basketball: National
semi-final
4:00. — channel 12 -
Golf: Sea Pines Heritage
Classic
SUNDAY SPORTS
12:00 NO00— Channel 12 -
CBS Sports Spectacular:
11 S -USSR inrinrir frank
meet
1:00 p.m. — Channel 3 -
Women's Pro Tennis




1:00 p.m. — Channel 12 -
NBA Basketball: Bulls vs.
Bullets
2:00 p.m. — Channel 3-
Skiing: Women's freestyle
championships
2:30 p.m. — Channel 3 -
American Sportsman
3:00 p.m. — Channel 6 -
NHL Hockey: Islanders vs.
Flames
3:15 p.m. — Channel 3 -
Howard Cosell Sports
Magazine
3:30 p.m. — Channel 3 -
Wide World of Sports: Evel
Knievel; swimming meet;
martial arts
3:30 p.m. — Channel 12 -
Golf: Sea Pines Heritage
Classic
moNnAv spnp:rc




3:30 p.m. — Channel 3 -
I.S.C. Game of the Week
Lulims-fen





from New York "GotAxi xii.s. •••0 •••-•-a- - wen some I Know we Will over.
rooked scheme come "
April  2 
terdamimerung"
for April I - 4
marcak:3SU1 .11/ (Channel 11) Program Sch u •
Mond Tuesday Wednesday Thursday























































7 : 00 Sign off si gn off
BOYSENBERRY










1. Book Review _
2. Representatives from College of Industry & Technology
Wednesday 1. MSU Economist - Gil Mathis
April 2, 2. History in Perspective.
Thursday: I. HSU Political Scientist
Aar,11,3 2. Culture through' I °reign- Liiiguag
3. GIenn•Doran - Bank Safety
1. Connie Jones - Rehab Ar•chttecture
2. Margaret Travathan - Library Corner














Hillary, led first expedition to








6-00-Firing Line with William F
Buckley
8,15-Soprano Elizabeth
Newnam, live recital from




6,00- Options Masters and
Johnson on "The Pleasure
Bond.A New Look at Sexuality
and Commitment
Thurs. Apr. 3







Conklin conduttirs I ivr_frprn
ReCiTariMaIl Annex, MSU
following recital Washington







The oldest known map is the
Turin Papyrus, showing the
layout of an Egyptiarf gold
mine at Wadi Hamma Mat.
dated about 1170 B.C.
6 30 Hal SetiWis
7 00 Senfoni
7 30 Chico A
8 00 Rockford-1'1-1
9 00 Pol Wornws
10 00 News Beet
10 30 Tonight
17 oo ki SP8c
TV GUIDE SATURDAY EVENING, MARCH 29, 1975 SCHEDULE
WPSD-6
-
KFVS-12 WSIL 3 WDXR 29 WNGE-2 WLAC 5 WS/41-4
6 45 Weather 6:00 Sunrise 7:00 Yogi i 1 9:00 Debates 6:30 Go. Hr. 6:30 Sunrise 6:00 Agree.
7.00 Addams 6:30 News 7:25 Schoolhouse 1 10:00 Pufnetuff 7:00 Yogi 7:00 Martian
7:30 Speed Buggy.
6:30 Farm Dig.
7 30 Chopper 7 00 Merton 7:30 Bugs Bunny i 1030 Levying 7 30 Bugg Bunny 7:00 Addams
9:00 Jeannie8 00 Emergency 7.30 speed a,..pay 5:00 Hong Kong , 11:00 taiseipn 8.00 Kung Phooey 7:30 Willy
8.30 Run Joe 8.00 Jeannie 9:30 GiNigon 11:30 Interstate 8:30 Gilligen 6:30 Pebbles 9:00 Emeroency
800 Land Lost 8.30 Pebbles 900 Devlin 12:00 litaptie 9:00 Devlin .. _ . 9:00 Scooby 930 Run Joe
9 30 Sigmund 9 00 S000by Doo Ilk 30 Laois 12:30 Cinema 9:30 Lases
10:00 Superfrends, 2:00 Maio, Adorns 10:00 Sups. Friend*
9:30 Shezarn 900 Land Loot
10:00 P. Penther 9.313 Sheen 10:00 Dinosaurs 930 Sigmund
10:55 Schoolhouse , 4:00 Rifleman 11:00 Soul Tram10:30 Star Trek 10:00 Dinomaurs 10:30 Hudson 10:00 P. Panther
11:130 Jetsam 1030 Hudson, 11:00 VOW Days 4:30 Lone Ranger 12:00 Am. Bend 11:00 Globetrotters 10:30 Star Trek
11:30 Go! . .__ ....11:00 Globetrotters 11 30 d Am. Ban , 5,00 H. Thump. 1:00 Sports ' 11:30 Fat Albert 11:00-Aetient
1200 RED-TV 11:30 Fat Albert 12 30 Easter is 5:30 J. Dean 2:30 Bowlers 12:00 Film 11:300o1
12:30 Atop Fence 12:00 Film 1.00 TBA 600 Wrestling 4.00 Sports 1:00 Comm. Cent. 1200 Mayberry
1:00 Fie 6 1:00 Beaver 2_00 Wally 7:00 Tarzan 5.30 M. Reasoner 1:30 Innwspace 1:00 Sports
1:15 Sen. Percy 1:30 Good News 2:30 Pro Bowlers 8 30 Avengers 6:001. Armstrong 2:00 Movie 4:00 Wilburn
1:30 Ky. Afield 2:00 P.A. Forum 4.00 Sports 900 Weather 6:30 Lest Wild 4:30 P. Mason 4:30 Pop Goes
2,00 Basketball 2:30 Tennis 5:30 H. Rear/one, 9,30 mom, 7:00 Kung Ft. 5:30 News 5:00 P Wagone
600 News Bee 4:00 fterila94 600 L. Welk 11 -00 Rock Cone 8,00 megrim 6:00 He* Hew 5:30 Nash. Most.
6.30 Accent 5:00 New, 7000. Roberts 12:30 Eel Touch 10,30 J. Dean 7:00 All/Family 6:00 Scene/Ter
7:00 Emergency , 5:30 Nem 8.00 Movie 11:00 Wrestling 7:30 Jefferson, . 9:308. Goldsboro8-00 G,,N,, glory 6:00 liee Haw 10.30 Nees 12:00 Rock Coot. 8:00 M.T. Moom 7:00 Ernerwincy
10,10 News Beat 7:00 All Family 10:45 News .1,30 Neve 8.308. Newben 8:00 Wyse






83013. Newhert 10:30 Ironed.
9:00 C. Burnet 11:30 Theatre
1000 News 1:00 Late Show
10 30 Virginian
TV GUIDE SUNDAY EVENING, MARCH 30, 1975 SCHEDULE
WPSD-6 KFVS-1 2 WSIL-3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 WLAC-5 WSM-4
7:00 Answer 6:00 C. Clogerup 7:00 Story 8:00 Gospel Miss. 7:00 Worship 6:00 Sunrise 7 20 Farm7,30 Go. Sing 6:30 New' 7:30 Discovery 8:30 Young/Heart 7:30 J. Swear/err 7:00 Your Church 7.30 Gosp. Hr8:30 Pod. Derv. 7:00 Dimension 8:00 J. Robison 9:00 God Is Reel 900 Amazing Grace 7:30 "were 8 30 Discovery
9:15 C. Hamilton 7:30 Herald 8:300. Roberts 9:30 Faith 8.30 3 Stooges 9:00 Herald
9:30 Herald













1030 Easter Sere 9:00 Rev. Fires 10:30 Make WW1 12:00 J. Dean 11:30 Capitol News 9:300. siob.H. 10:30 It's Written11:30 Meet Press 9:30 6006' 84r, 11:00 Kong 12:30 Lint . World 12,00 Soul/City 10:00 Tony-Susan 11 00 Urban Lew:12:00 Accent 10:30 Face Nation 11:30 Am. Out 1:00 Miracles 1230 Fishing 10:30 Face Nation 11 30 Meet/Press12:30 V. Ward 11:00 Easter Spec. 12:00 Directions 1:30 Se. Lucy
,
1:00 Arta. Sports. . 11:00 Filth Today 12:00 Sports1:00 Tennis 11:30 This Life 1:00 Tennis 1 2:00 Cinema 2:00 Sportsman', ' 11:30 0,,,ww,,en 1 .00 Sports
3:00 Hockey 12:00 Sports 2:00 Skiing • 4:0012 High 2:30 L. Welk 12,00 Lone Ranger 1 - 30 Tennis ---15:30 Wizerd/Oz 1:00 Basketball 2:30 Am. Sports. 500 S. Phillips 3,30 Movie 12.30 Outdoors 4 30 TBA7:33 Movie 3:30 Heritage 3:15 H. Cowll 5:30 Pol. Surg. 6:30 Six Mil. $ Man 1:00 Basketball 5 00 Remade!,9:00 F. Squad 6:00 Heideman -3,30 sport. 6:00 Little Run. 7:30 80109ft 3:30 Heritage 5 30 Now,9:30 C. Camera 6:00 PA. Forum 5:00 Sportsman* • 6:30 Evil Touch 8:30 E. Eaftroftl 5:00 News Stow. 6 00 N111"10:00 News Beet 6:30 Wetton's '5:30 Lases ' 7:00 Losti5Pace 10:00 Miss Imp. 6,00 New. 6 30 Football10:30 Movie 830 Am. Parade
9:30 B. Goldsboro
6:00 Wild King.










10:00 News 7:30 Movie 9:05 PTL Club 12:30 Help Line 9.30 What'. Line10:30 Sports 9:308. Hoft man 11,00 Theatre 10.00 News10:40 Weather 10:00 News 10:30 P. Como10:45 Virginian
12:15 News -
10:15 Movie 11:30 Hops Der,,
L.
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY Daytime Schedule Does Not Change



























8:00 Capt . K angora°
9:00 Joker's Wild
9:30 Gambit
10:00 Now You See







1:30 Edge of Night






























































8:00 Capt. Keng 8:30 Todery Sit.
900 Wild 9:00 Name/Tune
9-30 Gambit 9:30 Winning Strk,
1000 High Rollers _
10:30 Hol. Square. \
11:00 Jackpot
11:30 Caleb. Swp.
12:00 Noon Show -- -
1:00 Days/Lives




12:00 Sing. Cone. •
12:25 New.
12:30 World Turn* 1:30 Doctors























TV GUIDE MONDAY EVENING, MARCH 31, 1975 SCHEDULE
















































TV dUIDE TUESDAY EVENING, APRIL 1, 1975 SCHEDULE

























*30 Star Trek :7:00






















TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY EVENING, APRIL 2, 1975 SCHEDULE
















5:30 C. Pete 5:30 News 6:30 Name Tung 6:30 Tel Truth 7:00 House/Prairie
6:003 Stooges 6:30 Star Trek 7:00 That's Manta 7:00 T. Orlando 800 L. Tanner
6: 8:00 Cannon 9.00 Petrooelli
7:00 The's Mama 9:00 Weather 
30 New s 7:30 Mike Dough. 7: 30 wee,
9:00 Christie loge 1 9:00 Manhunt., 10:00 Scene/Ten
1
7:30 Movie 9:05.PTL Club 10,00 Movie 10:00 News 10:30 Tonight
9:00 Beretta 11 00 Theatre 10:30 Ironode 12-00 Tomorrow
10:00 News 11:30 Movie
10:30 World Ent.
12:00 News
TV GUIDE THURSDAY EVENING, APRIL 3, 1975 SCHEDULE





















7:00 Dick V. Dyke
5:00 Ste San. Fran.
9:00 Harry 0
10:00 News






7:00 B. Miller :
7:30 Karen •



















TV GUIDE FRIDAY EVENING, APRIL 4, 1975 SCHEDULE




7 00 Night Stalk.
8 00 Hot L Veit
8 30 Odd Couple
9 00 Christie Love
10 00 News
/ 10 30 World Ent12 30 Movie
6:313 Treas, Hunt
7:00 Comedy






5:30 New. 6301101 Square,
6:30 Mission Imp. 7.00 Night Stalk.
7:30 Mike Douglas 6 00 Hot L. Ball.
9:00 Weather 6:30 Odd Couple
*05 PTL Club 9.00 Beretta
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MSU Tennis Team Off To
Slow Start This Year
By ROSS BOLING
The Murray State tennis team
has really been taking it on the
chin lately. Having just com-
pleted their spring tour of
Tennessee and Alabama, the
Racers record currently stands
'at a dismal 1-6. Since winning a
match against George
Washington U. which evened
their record at 1-1, they have
incurred five straight defeats.
Only one Racer has thus far
posted a winning singles mark.
Never has a Bennie Purcell
coached team gotten off to such
a lacklustre start and for the
first time in his career as tennis
coach, the Racers are
threatened with a losing season.
Murray can perhaps take
some consolation in the fact that
all the losses in this skid were
dealt by highly worthy op-
ponents. Illinois, who beat the
Racers 7-2, has proved a team
to be reckoned with in the
rigorous Big Ten conference
and Memphis State, to whom
the netters fell 7-2, is a peren-
nial power in the Mid-South.
The other three losses came
at the hands of Samford
University and Jefferson State
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Hodge &Son 69 39
Corvette lanes 68 40
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Racers twice. Both schools are
located in Birmingham and are
among the best in Alabama.
Samford has long been
respected for its tennis program
and Jefferson State finished
third in the national junior
college championships last year
and are expected to improve on
that this year. Samford beat
Murray 7-2 and Jefferson State
won 7-2 and 6-3.
The only truly bright spot for
the Racers has been the play of
number one singles player Mike
Owen. He sports the .only
winning singles yecord on the
team, having won four of the
seven matches. All three of his
defeats were, as is charac-
teristic of him, very closely
contested matches against
tough opponents.
The other Racers haven't
been quite as fortunate.
Number two singles player
Ross Boling is 3-4 as is number
four Eurte1L umbsr six
player Jim Lukeman is 2-5 and
his doubles partner, T,aig
Mangold, is 1-6.
Perhaps the most frustrated
player on the team is number
three Torn Lie, a freshman from
Norway, whose singles record is
a deceivingly poor 1-6. Three of
those losses have been in three
sets and the other three were
equally 2111 close. With a little
more luck here and a slightly
different turn of the game there.
Lie's record could just as easily
be 6-1.
In doubles play, Owen and
Boling have compiled a 4-3
record and Purcell and Lie have
an identical 4-3 mark at number
two. Mangold and Lukeman
however, have found the going
quite tough and struggled to a2-
5 record at number three.
After the blur of losses, which
Is radically different for him,
Coach Purcell retains a
sanguine frame of mind
"I'm not really that sur-
prised. I knew things were
going to be tough."
"We've got three freshman
playing crucial positions for us
and never in my experience as
coach, has a freshman stepped
right in and won the big mat-
ches."
Though the team scores don't
indicate it, the Racers have
stayed fairly close in all of their
losses. "Our failure to win the
two or three big ones has
doomed us so far," says Pur-
cell.
Experience-that's obviously
the key word. It's a most
precious commodity for the
Racers right now. They go in
search of more of it today when
they face UT Martin and
tomorrow when they take on
South East Missouri in the
morning and Arkansas State in
the afternoon, All three mat-
ches are scheduled to take place
at the University courts.
Cavaliers Stop Bulls 86-83;
Golden State Defeats Kings
By The Associated Press
Like Rodney Dangerfield, the
Cleveland Cavaliers haven't
been getting no respect. Unlike
Rodney Dangerfield, that may
be about to change.
"I think now that with two
straight wins over the Bulls a
lot of teams will have more re-
spect for us," Jim Cleamons
said Thursday night after the
Cavaliers defeated the Bulls in
Chicago 86-83.
Last Thursday, the Cavs won
In Cleveland 87-83. Obviously,
the home court advantage is
worth exactly one point. The
latest triumph put the Cav-
aliers one game ahead of idle
New York and Houston as the




seeded Chris Evert of Fort
Lauderdale, Fla. outdueled sev-
enth-seeded Nancy Gunter 7-6,
7-1 to advance to the semifinals
of the $75,000 Philadelphia Ten-
nis Classic.
ORLANDO, Fla. - Brian
Gottfried of Fort Lauderdale,
Fla, knocked fifth-seeded
Charlie Pasarell of Puerto Rico
out of the $60,000 World Cham-
pionship Tennis Blue Group
Tourney with a 6-2, 7-5 defeat.
ATLANTA - No. 2 seed John
Alexander of Australia beat
South Africa's Cliff Drysdale 6-
4,7-5 to advance to the quarter-
finals of the $60,000 World
Championship Tennis Atlanta
Classic.
JACKSON, Miss. - Top-seed-
ed John Newcombe of Australia
out-lasted Romanian Ion Tiriac
6-3, 4-6, 6-2 to advance to the
semifinals of the $35,000 Tennis
South Invitational Tournament.
MONTE CARLO - Manuel
Orantes of Spain beat Dick
Crealy of Australia 6-2, 6-2 to
advance to the semifinals of the
Monte Carlo Tennis Tourna-
ment.
BOWLING
GRAND PRAIRIE, Tex, -
Gary Dickinson of Fort Worth,
Tex. led by 146 pins as the 80-
man quarter-finals field in the
U.S. Open Bowling Tournament
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  11.1104 Gel-Air Shopping Center
off berths in the National Bas-
ketball Association's Eastern
Conference.
In the only other NBA games,
the Golden State Warriors de-
feated the Kansas City-Omaha
Kings 111-103 and the Detroit
Pistons trimmed the Phoenix
Suns 91-79.
Cleamons scored a crucial
basket down the stretch and he
and Dwight Davis combined on
two earlier fourth-quarter bat-
kets to help the Cavaliers de-
feat the Bulls. It was their first
victory ever in Chicago in their
five-year existence.
Cleamons scored on two fast
breaks engineered by Davis be-
fore Chicago got eight con-
secutive points to close Cleve-
land's lead to 83-79 with 1:19 re-
maining. Cleamons then sewed
up the game on a turn-around
jumper with a minute left.
"A lot of teams are taking US
lightly because we are a young
team," Cleamons said. -I'm
convinced in a couple of years
we will be in the same stage as
far as ability and experience
that Chicago is in now."
Five Cavaliers hit in double
figures, paced by Jim Chones'
16 points and Dick Snyder's 15.
Meanwhile, Jim Brewer held
high-scoring Bob Love to 16
points while Snyder held Norm
Van Lier to 11.
Warriors 111, Kings 103
Golden State's triumph,
paced by Rick Barry's 34 points
and Derrek Dickey's 23
rebounds, gave the Warriors
the best record in the Western
Conference by one game over
Chicago.
• Pistons 91, Suns 79
Bob Lanier scored 28 points
and played a big role in holding
Phoenix to an all-time low of 10
in the third period. During the
third quarter Phoenix con-
verted only five of 19 shots
While Lanier went on a 12-point
binge to break the game open.
NCAA Playoffs
At A.Glance




Kansas State 69, Penn 42
Syracuse 87, La Salle 63, OT
North Caroline 93, New Mexico
State 69




Syracuse 78, North Carolina 76




Syracuse 95, Kansas State 61,
OT
Regional Consolation





inctrana 78, Texas•El Paso 53
Kentucky 76, Marquette 54
Oregon State 78, Middle Ten
nessee 67





Kentucky 90, Central Michigan
73
Indiana 81, Oregon State 71
Saturday, March 22
Regional Finals
Kentucky 92, Indiana 90
Regional Consolation





Cincinnati 87, Texas ALM 79
Maryland 83, Creighton 79
Louisville 91, Rutgers 78
Notre Dame 77, Kansas 71
At Las Cruces, N.M.
Thursday, March 20
Regional Semifinals
LoulSvitte 78, Cincinnati 63
itidar gland 83, Notre Dame 71
Saturday, March 22
Regional Final
Louisville 96, Maryland 82
Regional Consolation





Arizona State 97, Alabama 94
Nevada-Las Vegas 90, San
Diego State 80
Montana 69, Utah State 63




Arizona State 84, Nevada Las
Vegas 81
UCLA 67, Montana 64
Saturday, March 22
Regional Final
UCLA 89, Arizona State 75
Regional Consolation
Nevada-Las Vegas 75, Montana
67
NATIONALS
At San Diego, Calif.
Saturday, March 29
Semifinals
Syracuse, 234, vs. Kentucky,
254, 3 p.m,, EDT




Saturday's Semifinal Winners, 9
pm., EDT
Consolation
Saturday's semifinal losers, 7
P.m.. EDT
Alexander Stops Drysdale
In Second Round Of Classic
By The Associated Press
Cliff Drysdale was feeling a
little blue in the red group.
Charlie Pasarell might have
been seeing red in the blue
group.
"I wonder sometimes if I still
have it in me to be in the top 20
in the world," Drysdale, the
one-time great from South Af-
rica who failed again to make
it past the second round Thurs-
day when he was stopped by
second-seeded John Alexander
of Australia 6-4, 7-5 in the
World Championship Tennis At-
lanta Classic for Red Group
players.
"This is rny worst WCT sea-
son in the tight I've played.
I'm feeling frustrated out
there," Pasarell said. "Maybe
if I can win just a few matches,
everything will turn around. I
keep thinking next year will be
better."
In two other second-round
matches in Atlanta, third-seed-
ed Stan Smith beat Anand Am-
ritraj 6-4, 6-2 and sixth-seeded
Harold Solomon stopped Vijay
Amritraj 6-4, 6-1,
In Orlando, Fla., the fifth-
seeded Pasarell of Puerto Rico
was knocked out of the WCT
Blue Group tournament, losing
Waldorf To Be Honored
KNOXVILLE, Term. API -
Lynn -Peppy" Waldorf, former
Northwestern and California
football coach, will be the 10th
recipient of the Robert R. Ney-
land Memorial Award
The award is given annually
by the East Tennessee Chapter
of the National Football Foun-
dation and Hall of Fame as a
memorial to the late Neyland,
long-time Tennessee coach.
The award will be presented
to Waldorf at a banquet here
May 2.,
Waldorf, 72, retired frora
coaching in 1956 after directing
California to three Pacific
Coast Conference titles'
The 1976 USGA Public Links
championship will be held at
the Bunker Hills course in Coon
Rapids, Minn.
6-2, 7-5 to Brian Gottfried of
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
The victory over Pasarell,
who has been battling the flu,
put Gottfried into a quarter-fi-
nal match today against No. 3
seed Raul Ramirez of Mexico.
Top-seeded Rod Laver of Aims-
trails downed Brian Fairlie of
New Zealand 6-0, 7-6 in another
major match in Orlando
Chris Evert and Martina
Navratilova used different ap-
proaches to reach semifinals of
the $75,000 Philadelphia Tennis
Classic.
The second-seeded Miss Ev-
ert, from Fort Lauderdale, out-
dueled No. 7 seed Nancy Gun-
ter 7-8, 6-1 in a baseline
struggle while the left-headed
Miss Navratilova from Czech-
oslovakia toppled defending
champion Olga Morozova of the
Soviet Union 6-4, 4-4, 6-4 in a
masterpiece of severe stroke-
work in the forecourt.
They were set to face each
other today while, in the other
semifinal, top-seeded Billie
Jean King faced Virginia Wade
of Great Britain.
Spain's Manuel Orantes and
Jose Higueras moved into the
semifinals of the Monte Carlo
Open, Granters downing Austral-
ian Dick Crealy 6-2, 6-2 and Hi-
gum-as won by default over
Britain's Chris Mottram, who






S.C. (Apt - Jack Nicklaus
considered the question care-
fully. He pursed his lips, stared
into the middle distance and
mused.
He'd just been asked if his
first-round 66 in the $200,000
Heritage Golf Classic ranked
among his best efforts of the
last couple of years.
"Well," he said, "I've had
some pretty good rounds but,
yes considering the conditions,
that was a good round of golf_
I'm pleased."
But, while Nicklaus was de-
lighted with his leading effort,
some of the game's other glam-
our names were considerably
less than enchanted after




Palmer, his mouth a tight,
grim line. He'd three-putted
four times and lost four strokes
to pat onlds.last throe holes on
his way to a 74.
"What can I say?" asked
Johnny Miller. "I just played
lousy. I did everything bad."
The young man who has domi-
nated the game in recent
months blew to a fat 78 in the
chilly, gusty, blustery winds
that swept this millionaires'
playground off the coast of
South Carolina.
Lee Trevino shot 41 on his
last nine, had a 73 and wasn't
at all bothered about it. "This
Is the toughest golf course in
the world," he said, "I played
good. "I'm not at all unhappy.
I'm satisfied with the way I'm
hitting the ball."
Nicklaus, a winner his last
time out, made seven birdies
despite the severity of the
course, the adverse playing
conditions and a nagging ea-
rache that prompted him to
seek medical attention before
and after his round
He was three strokes ahead
of Australian Bruce Crampton,
veteran Don January, Andy
North, Torn Kite and U.S. Open
champion Hale Irwin, tied for
second at 69.
John Mahaffey and Tom
Weiakopf were the only others
the-allte field of Std. to break
par, They were at 70. South Af-
rican Gary Player, the British
Open and Masters champion,
shot 71 in his first American
start of the season
( MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES)
'I'm Very, Very Proud Of
Coach Hall,' Rupp Says
By JACK STEVENSON
SAN DIEGO (API - Adolph
Rupp, the man who made Uni-
versity of Kentucky basketball
famous, arrived with the club
for the National Collegiate Ath-
letic Association finals in San
oDiego.
But this was a team that
someone else built.
Rupp, now 73, was forced into
retirement three years ago
when he didn't want to quit.
Joe B. Hall, one of his former
players, assumed the reins the
school took from the Baron
when he reached 70.
The current team, with its 25-
4 res..-rad, came via recruiting
by Hall. This is his team, with-
out the influence of Rupp,
whose clubs in the past won
four NCAA titles, 27 Southeast
Conference crowns and two
score All-Americans.
"I'm very, very proud of
Coach Hall," now says Rupp,
who wasn't happy to greet any
successor. "He's done a great
job. I think this is the strongest
Kentucky team since 1948-49
and I'd be disappointed if they
don't win it all."
Kentucky ranks as the No. 2
choice behind UCLA, which
seeks its 10th NCAA title under
Coach John Wooden since 1964.
In that long span, the Bruins
have only lost twice-the latest
to last year's eventual cham-
pion, North Carolina State,
which didn't qualify for this
tournament.
The physically powerful Wild-
cats of Kentucky open Saturday
against surprising Syracuse at
12:10 p.m. PDT, followed by
the UCLA-Louisville battle at
2:10. The winners tangle for the
national title on Monday with
all games at the already sol-
dout San Diego Sports Arena.
Hall's Kentucky team won
No. 2 rating in The Associated
Press poll behind UCLA after
the regional tournaments. The
Wildcats handed the previous
No. 1, Indiana, its only loss of
the season, 92-90.
"Needless to say," com-
mented Hall, "we're mighty
glad to be here."
Victory over Indiana marked
the high point for Hall and Ken-
tucky hasn't won the NCAA
tournament since 1958, well be-
fore the advent of the Wooden
championship era at UCLA.
Although the Wildcats are fa-
vored over Syracuse, at least
one member of the coaching
staff publicly worries.
"We're not bouncing back,"
said assistant coach Dick Par-
sons. "That Indiana game must
have drained the players. We
haven't got anything done all














Admission $700 Adults - 75' Students
Children under 6 FREE 
All Proceeds go to Calloway
County Fire & Rescue
Darter Gibson, M.C.
Advance Tickets On Sale by Band member or any member of




excitement is at the
sign of the cat!
1976 CAPRI II
America's first 1976 car-a
3-Door sports coupe with
European craftsmanship





son . steel-belted radials and
power front disc Drakes . •
all standard. Pius full instru-
mentation. See how practi-
cal performance can bet
CAPRI IL The Sexy European
MEOPURY BOBCAT RUNABOUT
If,,, practical little 3-Door Runabout brings
you Mercury luxury in its smallest size.
Carries four *dull passengers in comfort
while a four-cylinder overhead cam engine
looks after your pocketbook Ewe feet of
carpeted rug° floor with rear seat down,
MERCURY BOBCAT VILLAGER
A neat little Mercury wagon with fun-length
simulated rosewood paneling, thick-pile
carpeting and handsomely tailored bucket
seats Convenience/ Try the counter-bal-
anced iiftgate Handling' Come see for
yourself
BOBCATS, SMALL CARS YOU CAN
LIVE WITH ...FOR A LONG TIME!




515 So. 12th Murray 753-4961
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Murray State Nine
Wins Doubleheader
The Murray State Thorough-
breds picked up two more wins
on the baseball field Thursday
with a 21-10 victory over
Rutgers and a 4-0 shutout over
North Dakota.
In the opening game, the
Racers put three runs on the
scoreboard in the first inning,
fell behind 4-3 in the third, but
stormed back in the fourth with
13 big runs and added 5 in the
fifth to ice the win.
With one out in the first in-
ning. Perconte doubled and
Siernanowslu singled, driving
him in. Siemanowski advanced
to second on a passed ball and
with two outs, Hughes doubled
bringing Siemanowski across
the plate. Derrington drove in
Hughes with a single to end the
scoring in the inning.
Rife opened the fourth inning
by striking out but won a
reprieve when the catcher
dropped the ball allowing him to






















was then hit by a pitch and
Siemanowski walked loading
the bases before Wurth sinigkod
to drive in two runs.
Hughes then singled in
Siemanowski, Sims' single
drove in Worth, Walker hit into
a fielder's choice scoring
Hughes and Mantooth walked.
Stueber then blasted a three
run homer over the ce-nterfield
fence followed by Perconte who
smashed a solo four-bagger to
right field. Siemanowski got a
free trip to first and then stole
second. Wurth walked and
Hughes singled, driving in one
run.
Sims hit a double to drive in
Wurh and Walker finished the
scorthg in the inning with a
triple, advancing Hughes and
Sims across the plate.
In the nightcap against North
Dakota, Terry Brown, in his
initial appearance of the
season, pitched a four-hit
shutout.
The Thoroughbreds are
scheduled to open -confer
play with a double header
Saturday at Austin Pea)
earn SIM all 0 10-12-3
































RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Jefferson County Seneca faces
South Hopkins and Jefferson
County Butler plays Newport
tonight in the quarterfinals of
the girls' state high school bas-
ketball tournament.
Seneca advanced with a 59-37
win over Sheldon Clark in first-
round action Thursday, while
South Hopkins downed Owens-
boro 43-28. Butler rolled over
Clark County 60-28, and New-
port defeated Russell 58-42.
Quarterfinal contests this
afternoon pitted Lexington
Tales Creek against Middles-
boro and Barren County
against Monticello — all win-
ners is first-round play
Williams Bat Leads Oakland
To 7-1 Win Over California
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
The book on Billy Williams is
that he's a natural hitter. The
book is right.
"I didn't even have any bat-
ting practice before the game,"
the Oakland A's designated hit-
ter said. "They just told me to
go out there, tee it up and hit."
Thursday was the first time
Williams has seen action since
the opening exhibition game
March 13 because of a sore
ankle. He wasn't even allowed
to put on a uniform for two
weeks.
Because Thursday's game be-
tween the A's and the Califor-
nia Angels started so early,
there was no time for batting
practice. Williams got his in
the game.
The former Chicago Cubs
star, acquired by Oakland dur-
ing the off-season, singled in
the third inning and smashed a
two-run homer in the eighth,
Living Color
Portrait of your Child
only *Plus 50FI
Film Fee
All age.- family group.. too---I Salk rola,.
-nly Nag, plus foak files fee, ..eh child taken
ain't, or 1 IGIO Group "sly $1.00 Per
ehild, pluses. 604 film fee—Limit on•
apeeial per venom
Your baby'. operial charm captured by
our specialist in child photographr—tua•
the gift for everyone in the family!
see finished pleturer—NOT PROOF'S
--in pod a few days, Chou., Onto's, 5a7's
or wallet size - and our special "Twin -pak"
earreati mean. you can Sur nonrsoa tin
• BLACK & WHITE TOO'
Al initiettrs low mites
*BRING A FRIEND!
Studio Hours
Tues. 10 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Wed. t a: m.-ttirp. rri7
Lennan's
•
leading the A's to a 7-1 victory.
The single was •'embarassing,"
he said.
The ball hit high off the right-
field screen and Williams was
thrown out by going into second
by 20 feet.
"I thought it was a home
run," he said, "and I really
couldn't stretch it out running.
I thought for a second about
sliding into second but then I
teuuibered thn doctor told me
not to risk it" because of the
injured ankle.
"I hit a 3-2 fastball for the
homer 1 to right) and lined out
to right field once."
Still, the left-handed hitter
with the .297 lifetime batting
average wasn't satisfied.
"It will take a little more
time to get my timing down
and to strengthen my arms,"
he said. "I felt kind of like I
was on the defensive side hit-
ting today.. but I don't think
the pitchers are throwing as
hard as they can yet."
One pitcher who's ready is
Steve Busby of the Kansas City
Royals. Busby, who has pitched
two no-hitters in his brief ca-
reer, held Houston hitless for
seven innings as the Royals de-
feated the Astrois 2-0.
Greg Gross, who led off the
first with a walk, was the only
base runner against Busby.
Gross moved to second on a
balk and advanced to third on a
wild pickoff throw But Busby
- --
struck out the other dive As-
tros he faced in the-ipaning
frame and fanned six Houston
batters in all.
"I was getting on top of the
ball for the first time," Busby
said. "That's the key for me.
When I stay on top of the ball
my fastball moves and my sli-
der breaks down.
-I probably could have
pitched another inning, maybe
two. But what's the use We
come down here to get ready
for the season."
An experimental baseball
with fewer and wider stitches
was used for the first time in a
game that saw the New York
Mets outslug the St. Louis
Cards 14-9. The Meta had 18
hits while the Cards had 11. St.
Louis scored six runs in the
fourth and the Meta retaliated
with a seven-run fifth.
Ted Simmons hit three con-
secutive home runs and Ron 
Fairly had ane for St. Louis
while John Mllner and Rich'
Puig hit homers for the Mets.
In other games Thursday, it
was Boston 6, Chicago 1; Pitta-
burgh 5, Detroit 2; Baltimore
10, Philadelphia 1; Loa Angeles
4, Minnesota 3; Texas 6, At-
lanta 2; Cincinnati 4, New York
Yankees 0; San Diego 2, Mil-
waukee 1, and Cleveland 8, San
Francisco 6 in 10 innings. The
Angels, who lost to Oakland in
a morning game, defeated the
Chicago Cubs 8-3 in an after-
noon contest.
Bass Symposium Set
At Lake Barkley Tonight
An examination of bass and
rockfish habitat improvement,
techniques of improving cat-
ches, and a study of life
histories will be the subject of a
fishing symposium at Lake
Barkley State Resort Park,
tonite, March 28, at 7 p.m.
This unique seminar is spon-
sored by the Kentucky Bass
Association in cooperation with
TVA's Land Between The
Lakes, the public outdoor
recreation area in western
Kentucky and Tennessee.
Resort owners, bass clubs of
the region, and interested
persons are invited to attend the
evening symposium composed
of such distinguished experts





Assistant Chief of Fisheries,
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources; and
Jack Holbrook, TVA, Fisheries
Biologist.
Topics to be covered include:
"Bass and Rockfish
Populations in Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes"; "The Rockfish
Experience in Tennessee";
"Bass Clubs and Bass Fishing




session will be held 'fallowing
the presentations where -par7
ticipants will have the op-
portunity to question the ex-
perts and other distinguished
will
A question and) answer
President of the Kentucky Bass
Association; Charles Bowers,
Chief of Fisheries, Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources; Roy M
Haddix, President of the
Kentucky League of Sport-
sznen; Jack Chance, Chief of
Fisheries, TVA; Ronnie
Welbern, Lake Barkley
Reservoir Manager, U. S. Corps
of Engineers; Bob Grinstead,
Commerical Fish Expert, TVA;
John Condor, Commerical Fish
Expert, Tennessee Wildlife




University; Dr. Morgan Sisk,
Associate Professor of Biology
and Director of the Hunter
Hancock Biological Station,
Murray State University; Carl
Hamilton, President, Ken-
tucky's Western Waterland,
Inc.; and Richard Meier,
President, Kentucky Lake
Vacationland, Inc.
There are no registration fees
for the symposium. Dinner will
be at each participant's own
expense and will begin at 5 p m
The seminar will begin
promptly at 7 p m. in the Multi-
Purpose Room at Lake Barkley
Lodge. For additional in-
formation write Land Between




_S.0 — Jack Nicklaus Wok a
three-stroke first-round lead in
..the $200,000 Heritage Golf Clas-
sic with a flve-under-par 66
panel members. The panel PHOENIX, Ariz. — JoAnne
be moderated by Dr. Frank _Owner shot five-under-gar 67
HO1111/1d," 14111111tger lyrunir to take a three-stroke lead after
Between The Lakes, and will the opening round of the $70,000
consist of Jim Fleming, LPGA Golf Classic
Wednesday.
Evy Abell dumped in a game
high 24 points to lead Seneca's
first round win. The taller Se-
neca team took a 22-7 lead at
the end of the first quarter,
cruised to a 35-16 halftime, ad-
vantage and never looked back.
Robin Harmon scored 17 points
to lead Sheldon Clark.
South Hopkins, led by Vicki
Dillingham with 19 points, over-
came a 21-11 halftime deficit to
defeat Owensboro, which
scored only seven points in the
second half. Denise Griffith led
Owensboro with 14 points.
The Butler romp over Clark
County was powered by Valerie
Owens with with 25 points,
while Susan Vittitoe added 10.
Butler took a 10-point lead by
the end of the first quarter, ex-
panded it to 32-18 at the half
and never trailed. Joyce Bates
paced Clark County with 10
points.
Newport's Donna Murphy
scored 42 points in the victory
over Russell — equaling the op-
posing team's total. Russell, led
by Peggy Iddings with 18, held
a 25-22 halftime edge, and the
score was tied 40-40 at the end
of the third quarter. But then
Newport, behind the shooting
skill of Murphy, moved out to a
50-42 advantage, and Russell
never scored again.
The winners of today's quar-
terfinal contests advance to the
semifinals Saturday morning.
The championship game is at
8.10 p.m. Saturday.
Hickman Selected
BOSTON I AP) — John Hick-
man, a Holy Cross football
coach who played professional
baseball with the San Francisco
Giants in the late 1950s, has
been named assistant offensive
football coach at Boston Uni-
versity.
Goalie Howe Becomes Conquering
Hero By Leading Houston To Win
By MICHAEL A. LUTZ
Al' Sports Writer
HOUSTON (AP) — Gondie
Howe became the conquering
hero once again Thursday night
and helped the Houston Aeros'
return to defend their World
Hockey Association World Cup
championship in the process.
Howe, who built a legend dur-
ing his 25-year National Hockey
League career, led Houston in
an 8-0 rout of Winnipeg to cinch
the WHA's Western Division
title and became the first play-
er in major league hockey his-
tory to score 2,000 points.
And in typical Howe fashion
he didn't stop at 2,000—he
added his 2,001st point late in
the third period.
The latest milestone in
Howe's phenomenal career
hasn't made him change his
mind about retiring after the
first game of the 1976 WHA
season, however.
"I have to remember. the bad
nights too," said Howe, who
scored 1,809 of his points in the
NHL.
But it was hard to remember
the bad times Thursday night
as he signed countless auto-
graphs and looked back on his
two years in Houston.
"I never thought about any-
thing like this," Howe said. "I
never dreamed of lasting long-
er than one year. But this was
Like a lollipop°waiting to be
plucked. I had to grab for it."
While Howe was adding a
chapter to his legend, the
Aeros' victory eliminated that
Minnesota could tie the Aeros
for the division crown by win-
ning all their remaining games.
With five games to play, the
Aeros now can take a breather
before beginning the playoffs
here April 10.
The Aeros were in command
all the way with Gonte Howe
starting the scoring in the first
period and Glen Irwin and
Murray Hall making it 3-0 with
second period goals.
The awesome Aerp power be-
came apparent in the third pe-
riod when Houston exploded for
five goals, including Gordie's
record-setting points.
Houston's Larry Lund started
the third period avalance with
Cate
If you find our
Restaurant less than
clean, you get a
free Imperial Burger
on your next visit!
At Burger Queen, our promise of a clean
restaurant is so strong, we even dare you to
give us the White Glove Inspection.
We promise service with a smile, service
within *31/2 minutes, to serve hot food,
to provide clean restrooms and an overall
clean restaurant. And we are so sure we
can really please you at Burger Queen,
we ask you to be our inspector and catch
us if we fail at any of these promises!
If you ever find our restaurant less
than clean, let us know and we will
apologize with a "You Caught Us
Coupon" good for one FREE
Imperial Burger on your
return visit. It's inspec-
tion time at Burger Queen
and we want you to
catch us...
QUEEN
a goal at 5:03. Gordie Howe
and Jim Sherri( then scored
goals in a 27-second span at
9:03 and 9:30 that gave Howe
the points to reach 2,000_
Ted Taylor scored at 13:13,
and at 16:10 Mark Howe scored
his 32nd goal of the season on
an assist from Gordie and the
crowd went wild again.
Blades 2, Oilers 2
Third-period goals by Gary
Veneruzzo and Gary Bredin en-
abled the Blades, one of the
worst teams in the league, to
tie Edmonton.
Mariners 5, Racers
Kevin Morrison scored on one
power play and Misted on an-




and Ron Ward scored for
Cleveland in the second peri-
od...but Brad Selwood, Fred
O'Donnell arid John French did
it for New England with
French's goal giving the Wha-
lers a 4-3 lead. Ted Green gave
New England an insurance
marker at 4:09 of the final peri-
od.
1974 Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham, Full power and
factory air, double stereo, 14,000 miles, Ky. car, clean
as new.
1974 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe Power and air,
stereo tape, one owner, Ky. car, Clean as new, 8,000
actual miles.
1974 Pontiac Firebird Formula 350, power and air, 13,000
actual miles, one owner, Ky. car. Sharp as a brier.
/973 Chevrolet Impala Coupe, Power and air, Ky. Car
slick as a hounds tooth.
1973 Cadillac full power and air, one owner, local car,
17,000 miles, clean as a whip.
1972 Cadillac Coupe DeVWe, full power and air, 2 owner,
Ky. car, 35,000 actual miles, sharp.
1973 Oldsmobile 98 Luxury Sedan, full power and factory
air, one owner, Ky. car, sharp.
1970 Ford LTD Country Squire, 10 passenger station
wagon, power and air, Ky. car, nice.
1966 Ford, $254)
1966 Chevrolet $150
1962 Ford Fairlane $95
ataisositt PURDOM
Olds - Pontiac - Cadillac
"Satisfied Customers Are Our
Main Concern"








',Ou Must be 16 or ovior to be an .nopecto•
Did you get Service With YES
A Smile? 0 0
'Did you get Service
Within 316 Minutes'?
Was your Food Served
Hot?








= Did you find the YES NO
Restaurant Clean' 0 0






Even If you don't catch us, you may register
for a chance to win a new pair of Binoculars?
No purchase necessary when entering
the contest for the Binoculars. Just fill
out this coupon and bring ft in Of mail













































































Club And Specialty Acts Are
Featured, 4-H Variety Show
The 1975 Calloway County 4-H
Variety Show was held on
Friday, March 21, at the
University School auditorium.
Nine clubs participated in the
-V-arissty Show. There were eight
Club Acts and seventeen Special
Acts.
The first place Club Act was
the "Bicentennial Birthday
Party" presented by the Stella
Stars 4-H Club. Great people
from the past two-hundred
years came to a birthday party
for Uncle Sam. Larue Sledd and
Mayme Bryan were the leaders.
The first place Specialty Act
was won by "Mr. Postman-, a
song performed by members of
'he Penny Pinchers 4-H club.
Mrs. Sherrill Gargus is the
community leader for the
Penny Pinchers club.
Second place Club and
Specialty Acts were won by the
Almo Warriors 4-H Club. The
Club Act was a "Hee-Haw" skit.
Rachel Jackson and Janet
Walker are Club leaders. The
second place Specialty Act was
won by a duet who sang "I Saw
the Light."
The third place Club Act and
Specialty Act were won by the
same club, the Guys and Gals
East 4-H Club. In the Club Act,
members were costumed to
represent different countries of
the world such as Japan, The
Netherlands, Scotland, Ger-
many, Puerto RICo, the
American Indian and cowboy,
and Mexico. The Skit showed
how, through song and dance,
all people, especially the
younger generations, can
overcome language and racial
barriers and communicate
encouraging living in harmony.
The theme song was "It's A
Small, Small World" and they
also used "La Cucarocha''. The
Specialty Act was a piano solo
by Rita Hendricks. Rita played
"The Hawaiian Love Song".
Mrs. Ruth Futrell, Earnestine
Hendricks and Janet Byerly,
.Jr., leaders, worked with the
Act. There were many good
Acts in both the Club and
Specialty Divisions.
The Coles Camp Ground 4-H
Club performed a skit entitled
"The Streak". The children
pantotrurned the Ray Stevens
record. Mrs. Sharon Crass and
Mrs. Shirley Parrish served as
Club leaders.
The Stella Stars had the winning club ad at the Calloway
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You duplicate nature's own method of building soil fertility
with a Gilson tiller. Here's why: Gilson's perfect slicing
and blending action mixes up soil and organic matter
thoroughly . . . forms a loose, aerated seedbed. As a result,
plant roots penetrate and reach out easily; moisture is
absorbed more readily; decomposition of soil minerals and
organic waste 'takes place quicker. Your garden gets off
to a faster start and flowers and vegetables grow bigger
than ever before. Gilson tillers feature extra heavy con-
struction, guaranteed tines (repaced free if ever broken),
cast iron gear case, adjustable tilling widths. tv, to 8 hp.
See us for a demonstration in your own garden.
Seaford's Lawn & Garden
Hwy. BO West of Hardin, Ky.
Ph. 437-4456
Gilson Tiller with Briggs di Stratton Eqine 175 Tillers in
stock. Please check our prices before youbuy.
The Elm Grove 4-H Club
under the leadership of
Sheii y Snyder performed a
very original skit entitled
"America". The Club sang
songs about how America came
to be and some people who took
part in its heritage.
The Murray Middle School 4-
H Club, under the leadership of
Mrs. Calvin P. Morris, per-
formed an Act entitled "The
Johnny Carson Show". Johnny
interviewed two celebrities
after giving their Act.
The Kirksey Goodtirners 4-H
Club performed a skit entitled
"Let's Keep Everything
Beautiful". The skit pointed out
the importance of the balance of
nature, and the effect of man on
the environment. Mrs. James
Harrison and Mrs. Cecil Like
are Community Club Leaders.
The Coldwater 4-H club Act
was entitled "Little Spooners."
Club members acted out a
typical park scene when five
and six year old children are
involved.
Other Specialty Acts were
given by a number of 4-H'ers:
Trisha Clark, Coldwater Club,
played "In An Eighteenth
Century Flower Garden". Gina
and Julie Gargus, Penny
Pinchers Club, sang -I'd Like
To Teach The World To Sing".
Mark Roberts, Coles Camp
Ground Club, played and sang
"If I Were A Carpenter". Kim
Baker, also of Coles Camp
Ground Club, pantomimed the
record "Lonely People".
Members of the Murray
Middle School 4-H club per-
formed a vocal duet from the
movie "South Pacific". They
also performed a vocal solo
entitled "Wouldn't It Be
'Lovely", and a piano solo
"You'll Never Walk Alone".
Angela Manning sang and
played "Let Me Be There".
Tammy Crouse, member of the
Penny Pinchers played ex-
cerpts of two Scott Joplin Hits.
The Almo Warriors Club also
had two Club members perform
piano solos, "Moon River" and
"Shortening Bread". Carla
Beach of the Penny Pinchers
Club performed "Alley Cat" on
the piano.
Gilbert Sears and Cheryl
Davis of Murray served as
judges for the Show.
The winning Acts will go to
Marshall County to compete in
Area Competition.
Winning Specialty Act at the Calloway County 4-H Club
Variety Show was by the Penny Pinchers titled "Mr. Post-
man." Particiapting were, left to right, Kathy Black, Tammi
Crouse, Laura Jones, and Glenn Gibbs.
1,• •
•
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Second place Specialty Ad at the 4-H Variety Show was by
the Almo Warriors Club with a duet by Regina Walker, left,
and Darlene Walker, right, with Renee McDougal, center, as
accompanist.
The Almo Warriors had the second place winning dub act
at the Calloway County 4-H Club Variety Show.
CP
Third place Specialty Act at the 4-H Variety Show was by
the Guys and Gals East 4-H Club with a piano solo by Rita







• Because it's a time for fun
...for bunnies, chicks, colored
eggs and candies.
• Because it's Spring and the
earth grows greener .. each
day longer and brighter.
• Because we have our good
friends ... and-you have us!






About 350 students from area
high schools will be par-
ticipating in the All-District
Chorus Meeting and Concert to
be held Monday, March 31. at
Murray State University
James Ross Beane of
Morehead State University will
conduct the chorus in the
concert at six p.m. Monday at
the Lovett Auditorium, MS1J,
which is free and open to the
public.
Selections to be sung by the
group are "Missa Sancti
Nicolai" by Joseph Haydn and
"Cantique de Jeariracine" by
Faure.
Students from Murray.
" Calk/Way, TAmenak, Tttglaitaa,
Livingston Central, Marshall
Central, Ballard, and Symsonia
High Schools will be singing in
the chorus
Gibsonton, Florida, Is Escape
From Tours For Carnival People
G1BSON'TON, Fla. (AP) —
Sandwiched between Central
Florida's phosphate mines and
tomato fields sits this tiny town
where the librarian bills herself
as half-woman, half-baby. The
lobster boy is on the local
board of directan, and for
years the lone policeman was a
three-foot-tall midget.
This is the winter home of
the carnival circuit.
Driving south from Tampa
along the Gulf of Mexico coast,
it's easy to miss Gitisonton's
collection of wooden frame
houses and mobile homes with
backyards cluttered with tents,
banners, poles and props.
But for decades, they have
returned to this hamlet by the
scenic Alafia River — the
hawkers, concessionaires, ride
men, magicians, sword swallo-
wers and fire eaters. And the
misfits.
Here they can escape from
demanding tours of two-night
stands, glittering hot lights,
dusty fairgrounds, strangers
and stares.
Here no one seems to notice
deformities,
"These people are to Gibson-
ton what movie stars are to
Hollywood," says Ward Hall,
founder of The Worlds Fair
Freaks and Attractions Inc.
"They are very much accepted
and made a part of the commu-
nity. ff they lived in Columbus,
Ga., they might not be invited
to the mayor's banquet. But
these people are invited to
functions here."
Percilla Bejano, who is
known on the road as the Mon-
key Girl, says, "It's like a blind
man or somebody without a leg
or arm. You get used to it."
Long black hair covers her
from head to foot, crosses her
forehead and chin and runs
down her cheeks. For her, ap-
pearance is a livelihood. "I
have fun at my work," Mrs.
Bejano says. "I get to see you
for nothing but you have to pay
to see me."
Pete Trhurne, a midget from
Breckenridge, Minn., has been
on the carnival circuit for 21
years. "To me, It's home," he
says of Gibsonton. "I like it
here."
Sandra Reed, an albino
sword-swallower from Her-
mond, N.Y., joined the circuit
six years ago. She married
Harold "Big Jim" Sand, a 712-
The Guys and Gals East had the third place winning club






Baby Girl Waldrop (Sandra
K.), Rt. 1, Hazel, Baby Boy
Nance ( mother Martha), Rt. 2-
Box 32, Puryear, Tenn., Baby
Boy Norwood (mother Carol
A.), Rt. 5, Clifty Rd., Paris,
Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Sandra Dodson, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn., Miss Marla
K. Shelton, Rt. 7, Murray,
Steven Lane Carr, Rt. 1, Almo,
Mrs. Rita G. Price and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Wilmoth F. Lyons, 603 Olive,
Murray, Mrs. Patricia A.
McMullin, 912 Waldrop Dr.,
Murray, Aaron M. Burkeen, Rt.
1, Almo, Mrs. Shirley F. Mor-
ton, 1309 Overby, Murray, Billy
G. Reed, 504 Pine, Murray, Miss
Mary A. Thornton, Westview
Nursing Home, Murray, Mrs
Addle L. Grubb's, 710 Riley Ct.,
Murray, Mrs. Ophie M. Pasch-
all, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Lillie E
Jackson, Rt. 1, Hardin, Comus
Alexander, Hardin, Samuel H.
Pillow, 1402 McFadden, Paris,
Tenn., William B. Suiter, 103 S.
12th., Murray, Mrs. Verrue
Wyatt, Rt. I, Kirksey, A. B.
Wyatt, Rt, 1, Kirksey, H. Carlin
Riley (expired), Kirksey, Mrs
Ida Williams (expired), Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs. Alcenia
McClain ( expired ), Rt. 1, Hazel.
pound fat man from Lancaster,
Ohio.
They both knew CaL C21 ver
Balsam, a midget who until his
death was the law in Gibsonton.
They know Dolly Reagan, the
town librarian whose growth
was stunted from the waist
down. And Grady Stiles, the
town official who is billed as
Lobster Boy because of his
claw-like limbs.
"Here, everyone is impor-
tant," said Hall as he watched
Ralph Smoot, the Human Pin
Cushion, work his carpenter's
trade.
On the road, Smoot sticks
thin pins through his arms. In
the winter he helps build car-
nival equipment.
Visitors to Gibsonton can stay
at the Giant's Motel, once
owned by Al Tornani, the
town's late 8-foot-tall fire chief.
His widow, who worked the cir-
cuit as the half lady because of
missing limbs, rims the busi-
ness now.
The sideshow people know
and trust Hall, who started in
the business as a I4-year-old
clown. He bought his first side-
show in 1951.
Today, seven sideshows tour
the country - four are owned
by Hall.
--Hot- the- titltiriEssr—.1ww its
heyday in the late 1930s and
early '40s," Hall says, recalling
a time when more than 100
shows criss-crossed the nation.
Carnival owners have turned
their attention to, the big ride
attractions, and sideshow
freaks are harder to find be-
cause of advances in medicine
and surgery, Hall says.
The 60 people who work for
Hall, traveling in their respec-
tive shows on the road, are a
dying breed, he says.
"It's like one big family. I'll
do this as long as I can. These
people are very close to me.
When I'm old and failing apart,
if they'll push me in a wheel-
chair, I'll be there with them."
Close to one-half million
patients were reached by Care-
Medico's overseas teach-and-
treat program, according to the
agency's 1974 annual report.




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
r BRowspours
Visa WM take you around the world in living color.
A buttersoft tricot lined leather-like sandal with a
basketweave jute covered wedge. The new cork-like
insole and cushioned crepe bottom combine fashion
with the utmost comfort. Make your trip a great one
even if it is just to the supermarket. Choose from a










Shoe41 StoreCourt Square Murray.)
. ---
The greatest distance
Wren 'ally- tivo fkillits in 1l'
United States is 5,852 miles, be. •
tween Long Point, Fla., and
Kure Atoll in the Hawaiian
Islands.
Enjoy Easter Sunday At
Kenlake State Resort Park
Kenlake State Resort Park will open for the coming
season on March 29, 1975
Everyone is invited out Easter Sunday, March 30.
Enjoy a delicious buffet dinner in the hotel dining room.
SUNDAY'S MENU 'Buffet served 12:00 noon to 9:00 p.m.
ENTREES
Tender Young Roast Turkey
Kentucky Cornbread Dressing
Cranberry Sauce
Baked Bluegrass Sugar-Cured Ham
With Delicious Fruit Sauce SALADS
Roast Round Of Beer Au Jus A Variety Of Congealed Salads
Carved On Line Tossed Garden Green Salad
VEGETABLES Relish Tray With
...4)kl,Vashioned C_andide.d.YaMS. - Stuffed CelerY-OliveS
Kentucky Wonder Green Beans Radishes-Picide—s —
Creamy Whipped Potatoes DESSERTS
With Giblet Gray Chef's Assorted Desserts
COST
53.95 for Adults
$2.25 for Children plus tax
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johnny Cannon and Barbara Kemper
working on sculpture projects.




Lindy Bridwell applying acetlyene
torch in jewelry lab.
Julie Outland working on a silver bracelet.
Youth Art Month Being Observed
Youth Art Month, a national
observance sponsored each
March by the Crayon, Water
Color and Craft Institute and





shore. This one — '
an easy-skirted
sleeveless dress for




Carly* in carefree Polyester
Knit wilha.litather belt.
Kentucky Art Associations, has
been promoted by the Murray
City Schools with an art contest,
an open house, exhibits, craft
fair and personal appearances
MADEMOISELLE SHOP
Court Square - Murray
on TV and radio talk shows.
The art contest was sponsored
by the Creative Arts Dept. of the
Murray Woman's Club. An open
house was held March 19 in the
Art Dept. of Murray High
School. Art I students are
working in jewelry, weaving,
stlichery, macrame, lettering
and ceramics. Art II students
are finishing a unit on sculp-
ture.
The MHS librarian, Mrs.
Evon Kelly, is having a Crafts
Fair open to all students and
sponsored by Sterling
Publishing Co. from march 17
through April 16. "The Prac-
tical Encyclopedia of Crafts"
will be awarded to the best of
SAIGON, South Vietnam
1API — Da Nang's military
commander ordered his men
today to shoot to kill anyone
causing -disturbances in the
. •threatened northern city as ri-
oting mobs forced the suspen-
sion of the American airlift of
refugees. The U.S. consulate in
Ito Nang also closed.
Some shots were fired in the
isolated city, but there was no
,nformation on any casualties.
The Saigon command said its
forces repulsed a North Viet-
namese tank attack on Da
Nang 'a southern defense per-
imeter, about 25 miles south of
The city. Elsewhere, the Com-
munists succeeded in capturing
Lam Dong Province, in the low-
er central highlands 90 miles
northeast of Saigon, overran a
former U.S. base camp on the
central coastal plain and
threatened another district cap-
ital there.
Lam Dong is the 12th of
South Vietnam's 44 provinces
lost to the Communists since
the start of the year. These
plus areas in a number of other
provinces give the North Viet-
namese and Viet Cong control
of more than half of South Viet-
nam's territory of 66,263 square
miles, including all the north-
ern provinces except the city of
Da Nang and all the central
part of the country except the
coastal strip.
In Cambodia, the U.S. airlift
to the besieged capital of
Phnom Penh was suspended
temporarily after the heaviest
rebel shelling attack at the air-
port in two weeks killed two
persons and wounded five, offi-
cials said. None of the Amer--
calf' planes was hit.
On the Cambodian political
front, several hundred students
staged the sharpest antigov-
ernment demonstration in
months, equating American aid
with the continuing war and de-
the show and the winner of each
category will be given a choice
of any book Listed in the Little
Craft Book series. The show will
be judged by Mrs. Gene Geurin,
art instructor at Murray Middle
and elementary schools.
Eight hundred and ninety
children at Robertson, Carter
and Murray Middle school have
art once every two weeks with
Mrs. Geurin. The elementary
schools have exhibits in their
rooms and hallways. The 7th
and flth grades elect art as an
exploratory course for 12 weeks
in which a variety of activities,
materials and techniques are
used.
Employes Warned Against Free Tickets
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API —
State employes have been or-
dered not to accept free plane
tickets to San Diego, Calif., for
this weekend's National Colle-
giate Athletic Association bas-
ketball tournament, which in-
volves two Kentucky schools.
The University of Louisville
plays UCLA and Kentucky
meets Syracuse Saturday in
semifinal action, with, the win-
ners playing next Monday for
the national championship.
Gov. Julian Carroll said
Wednesday that his order appli-
es to all state employes.
"Any state employe who goes
on any charter flight to the San
Diego games — whether it be
UK, U-of-L, private, or what-
ever — must pay I his) portion
of the expense of the flight,"
said Ed Graves, Carroll's depu-
ty press secretary
Earlier this week, James G.
Miller, president of the Univer-
SOW SOYBEANS
ON SOY OIL FUEL?
DES MOINES ( AP) — The
nation's farmers may someday
soon be running their tractors
on soybean oil.
That's the word from "Wal-
laces Farmer," a rural publica-
tion. It says a bushel of soy-
beans contains about one-and-
one-half gallons of soybean oil
that tould be used for fuel. At
current prices, solybean oil
would be expensive, but if fuel
prices increase enough, soy-
bean oil may become a reason-
able source for fuel,
The price of diesel fuel would
have to be About44 per gallon
kfors.J YLcs.40 IteAggn.00cal
to convert to soybean oil-fumed
engines, But the future relay
soon bring a blend of petroleum
oil and plant oil as fuels. ..
sity of Louisville, said the 6100,-
000 each team receives for par-
ticipating would be used, in
part, to finance trips for some
officials.
The governor's order appar-
ently does not apply to state
legislators or employes of ei-
ther university, Graves said,
Fire Kills 24
Yugoslav Ho
RIJEKA, Yugoslavia (AP) —
A flash fire in the maternity
wing of a hospital here early
today killed 24 babies and criti-
cally injured four others, offi-
cials said.
An official announcement
blamed the blaze in an infants'
room on faulty electrical in-
stallations. A spokesman for
Dr. Zdravko Kucic Hospital
said 23 of the infants perished
when the fire burned up oxygen
or choked it off to incubators
containing newborn babies.
Weeping parents and rela-
tives besieged the hospital
seeking information but were
held back by officials who were
ordered to give out no informa-
tion except for the brief official
announcement. The statement
said the babies' identification
was still being established.
Flags were lowered to half
staff in this Adriatic port and
industrial city and the City
Council proclaimed a day of
mourning.
An announcement read by Ri-
jeka District Court Judge
Vladimir Pavic said the blaze
broke out between 2:00 and 3:00
a.m., killing 23 of the 28 babies
in the room.
He said five injured babies
were taken to a children's hos-
pital in Rijeka and one of them
Reason 5. If the IRS should call you
in for an audit, H & R Block will go
with you, at no additional cost. Not
as a legal representative ... but we
can answer all questions about how
your taxes were prepared.
OgaZEILCOCIIIC
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
mending a change of govern-
ment in Phnom Penh. The rally
came shortly after the govern-
ment shut all schools in Phnom
Penh on security grounds.
The U.S. Embassy. in Saigon
was reported not receiving any
reports from Da Nang because
the consulate was closed.
Sources said the consul gener-
al, Al Francis, was safe and in
the Da Nang area with a hand-
ful of other consular officials.
The informants said more
than 300 Americans, including
about 65 officials assigned to
the consulate, had been evac-
uated during the past two days
in anticipation either of a North
Vietnamese attack or a com-
plete breakdown of law and or-
der in Da Nang.
Despite the suspension of the
airlift from Da Nang, sources
said the CIA airline, Air Amer-
ica, flew three planes into an
airstrip on the coast about four
miles east of the main Da Nang
airport, and lifted out about 300
Vietnamese and Americans.
They said Air Vietnam also
flew refugees from Da Nang to
Saigon, but it was not known
how many people it carried out.
An American sealift involving.
three U.S. vessels able to carry
26,000 persons was set to begin
soon.
In Saigon, Gen. Frederick C.
Weyand, the U.S. Army chief of
staff, arrived from Washington
during the night and conferred
with President Nguyen Van
Thieu for more than an flour
shortly after daybreak. We-
yand, who was the last Ameri-
can commander in Vietnam, is
on a mission for President Ford
to assess the military situation
in South Vietnam and deter-
mine what additional help
might be needed.
Lam Dong fell after an artil-
lery and infantry attack on the
provincial capital, Boo Loc,
died later in the morning. He
did not specify the exact cause
of death.
The judge said he ordered a
committee of experts to in-
vestigate the "causes and re-
sponsibilities for the fire" and
promised further information
as soon as reliable details could
be established.
The City Council went into
special session and decided to
extend assistance to the par-
ents of the dead children. It
said a ceremonial funeral will
be held.
Military sources said the attack
came as a surprise, that no
threat had been apparent, and
that resistance ended after only
two hours of fighting.
The loss of Boo ,LOC., Cleared
the way to Dalat, the favorite
hill resort of Saigon official-
dom, and moved the advancing
Communist forces closer to the
towns of Phan Rang and Phan
Thiet, on the southern coast. If
this Communist drive continues
to the sea, the Saigon govern-
ment could be left with nothing







2 miles south of Concord on LI
Live Country & Blue Grass
,Moic
Featuring:
Sy Lake &PM /erne.
Inn Wilson







Jackson Purchase PCA _
305 M. 4ti St.
_Illarrorg, Ky. 753-502
Some manufacturers of critical farm ma-
terials no longer offer preseason bookings.
But your Production Credit man can still pro-
vide a finance program that features similar
benefits.
Drop in and talk about a line of credit
tailored to your future needs.
— The money could be at your disposal on a
get-it-as-you-need-it basis. And you'd start
paying only when you begin using the
money.
You owe it to yourself to
find out complete details on
PCA financing.




EUREKA AUTOMATIC UPRIGHT WITH
DIAL-A-NAP' MADE EVEN BETTER
FOR MORE CONVENIENCE
6 Position dial lets you clean any carpet from low,
flat pile to deep, dense shag!
•Adjustable 3-position handle • Fast, easy conver-
sion for above-the-floor cleaning (tools optional)
• Tapestry-look vinyl brocade dust bag wipes
clean with a damp cloth . Convenient on/off foot
switch • Full wrap-around vinyl furniture guard
protects furniture
Or.,.,,,! -.1111•••• WI MOWN nal




212 E. Main Howard Coy, Phone
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July Hearing Planned
On Proposal To Ban New
Large Corprate Farms
.111.AS1IQRT.,_ KY.LIAE.64..batereit without due process of
July hearing is being planned law. It also said monopolies
on a proposal to ban large new could be controlled through an-
corporate farms in Kentucky, a titrust laws.
plan which the attorney gener-
al's office says is of doubtful le-
gality. -
The Interim Legislative Sub-
committee on Agriculture de-
cided Wednesday to have the
hearing despite the negative
opinion from Asst. Atty. Gen.
Thomas Emerson. The opinion
was requested by Sen. Earl
Glenn, D-Leitchfield, the sub-
committee chairman.
A similar bill died in com-
mittee during the 1974 legisla-
tive session after the attorney
general's office said it ap-
parently would be un-
constitutional.
The new bill would not allow
corporations after July 1, 1976
to start a new farming oper-
ation or expand an existing one
by more than 20 per cent in
acreage in a five-year period.
Exempted from it would be s,
family farm corporation, as
long4wene of its members ran
it, and a corporation with 10 or
fewer individual stockholders
and whose revenues did not ex-
-eeed 20 per cent of gross
receipts.
Rep. Virgil Pearman, D-Ftad-
.cliffe the primary sponsor of
the bill, said it was designed to se42.___
preserve family farms. Pear-  "I never did develop into a
man said such a law was work- real person and I cannot toter-
big in South Dakota, ate the false and empty exis-
The attorney general's office tence I have created," he wrote
said the courts may well de- in the note, addressed only to
clare the previous version of "Mom and Dad."
the bill unconstitutional as He added this aside to au-
depriving a person of property thorities:
The subcommittee also de-
cided to get reactions from the
interim committees on educa-
tion and appropriations and
revenue on a proposal that
would reduce the property as-
sessments of some farmland.
The proposal would have farm-
land assessed according to its
value for farming, probably
measured in terms of farm in-
come.
Kirksey Adult farmer Class new officers and JPPCA officials are shown at the dinner held on
Thursday. They are, left to right, Jamie Potts, Keys Keel, Tommy Murphey, and Mrs. Cliff Mc-
Callon, JPPCA officials, Charles Tucker, Clinton Burchett, and John Tucker, Kirksey officers.
Staff Photo bv Jo Iturkeen
Body Of Suicide Victim Unclaimed
BELLE CHASSE, La. ( AP)
— He only gave himself 16 or
17 years to "develop into a real
person." Then he bade his par-
ents farewell in a note laced
with philosophy and hanged
himself from a persimmon
tree.
-When you stop growing-yau
are dead. I stopped growing
long ago," wrote the youth,
whose body- was found six
weeks ago but who still has not
been identified.
His note was found beneath





























BUT I'VE NEVER MET).
I HAVE ONE I WANT t.> TO
FILINDRE4,5 MARRY. IN 0043,A-000




'You are bound to preserve
domestic peace and order. If
you pursue who I was and
spend hundreds of dollars) you
will accomplish little. There
are no legal consequences of
my death or any kind of en-
tanglements. All that can hap-
pen is that you will shatter the
domestic peace and order of
two innocent lives. Do not de-
prive them of the hope that
their 'missing' son will re-
turn.... Let me be, let it be as if
I wasn't ever here. Simply cre-
mate me as John Doe."
His body was found on Valen-
tine's Day by a couple driving
through the woods. They no-
ticed a white shape shimmering
through the trees. They stopped
to look and found the body
hanging from a limb of a tree,
a bedsheet tied around his
neck.
8ECAL)5E WHEN A rhs
WOULD FIND A TRUFFLE, I
NE TRK TO




WAIT, HE'S NOT HURTING
HER „,(2ON'T KILL HIM
A SCIENTIFIC PAIRACLE.„
HE'S RARE ,,,IMIO(IS.”
I JUST WANT TO
KNOW IF sf1:3U STILL
LOVEMy-
He was wearing a maroon
and yellow knit shirt, blue trou-
sers and unmatched socks on
his shoeless feet. A jar full of
note paper lay against the tree
trunk.
"It is best if I cease to live,
quietly, than risk that later I
will break and shatter by vio-
lence or linger years—wider
care," the boy told his parents
in the note.
"I implore you to see a psy-
chiatrist in order that you
might understand my death
and my life. Ask thoroughly
about what I was and you will
see that it is not tragic that I
am gone but more natural than
if I continued...."
The letter concludes, "I am
no longer interested in the
world and know that it is not
interested in me. When you
stop growing you are dead. I
stopped growing long ago."








Members of the Kirksey Adult
Farmer Class, their wives, and
guests were entertained with a
-dinner at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord on Thursday,




president, presided and Lowell
Palmer, class member, gave
the invocation. Other officers
are Billy Tidwell, vice-
president, and Clinton Burchett,
secretary.
New officers elected for the
next year were Burchett,
president, Charles Tucker, vice-
president, and John Tucker,
secretary-treasurer.
W. H. Brooks, teacher of the
class, spoke of the work of the
class which is now meeting at
the Murray Area Vocational
Education Center. Special
thanks was expressed to the
JPPCA for sponsoring the
dinner.
Keys Keel, Field Office
Manager, JPPCA, spoke briefly
and, along with Tommy Mur-
phey and Jamie Potts, Field
Representatives, and Mrs. Cliff
McCallon, Field Office
Secretary, presented gifti to the
members, wives, and guests.
Members and wives attending
were Messrs and Mesdames
James Brandon, Clinton Bur-
chett, Hall,. ..Hoyt Mc-
Callon, Jewell McCallon, J. D.
Outland, Lowell Palmer, Lubie
Parrish, James Potts, Sher-
wood Potts, Charles Tucker,
John Tucker, Billy Tidwell, and
Melvin Young.
Also present were Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Brooks, Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen, Mr. and
Mrs. Cliff McCallon, Mr. and
Mrs. Jamie Potts, Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Murphey, and Mr and
Mrs. Keys Keel.
Class members unable to
attend were Junior Compton,
Boyd Norsworthy, Billy Smith,




Accidents of all types cost
the United States $37 billion in
1972.
That figure includes wages
losses, medical fees, insur-
ance claim settlement costs,
property damage and time
lost by workers directly or -in-
directly in in accidents,
the National Safety Council
said. — CNS
Legislators Fear Repercussions
If Prison Investigation Leaked
FRANKFORT, Ky. tAP)—
Some legislators have ex-
pressed fear of explosive reper-
cussions if confidential data
from a prison investigation are
leaked or disseminated widely.
"With the material collected
we could assume anything could
happen if it were publicized
broadly," said Rep. James
Dunn, D-Louisville, chairman
of the Correctional Facilities
Review Commission.
At issue was material gath-
ered recently by a special sub-
committee which afterwards
listed many allegations of mis-
conduct at Kentucky State
Penitentiary near Eddyville.
Five state police detectives
now are making another inves-
tigation and Gov. Julian Carroll
is forming a "Blue Ribbon"
commission to make an even
, broader study.
None of the three faci-
lities commission mem-
bers on hand Thursday—in-
chiding Sen. John Lackey, D-
Richmond, and Rep. Dwight
W Ils D-Ri hrnond—becarnee ,
specific on their fear of what
could happen.
Dunn did say that "unde-
sirable action" at the state
prison which might result from
publicity on *, confidential
documents "could precipitate
ilmilaaffoNT1aIrf'at-
the state reformatory at) La-
Grange."
Lackey headed the special
subcommittee which made the
first investigation and now is
defunct. The findings are in
three volumes with limited dis-
tribution—some lawmakers in-
dicated they are keeping their
copies under lock and key at
home.
Dunn told a newsman he does
not know exactly how many
volumes are in circulation, bur
it is known some went to the
governor's office, to the Legis-
lative Research Commission,
state police and the new special
commission.
Although there was no quo-
rum and thus officially no Fa-
cilities Commission meeting,
Dunn and his two colleagues
agreed to draw up a letter—if
approved by other commission
members—asking the "blue rib-
bon" commission not to repro-
duce the lackey group's data
farther.
The material came from se-
cret interviews, many with
prisoners at Eddyville, and
Lackey closed all his subc_orA- _
ri—ultee mWetings.
Dunn refused to release to
the press correspondence on
the matter which was in each
facilities commission member's
folder preparatory to the meet-
ing.
Some of the letters dealt es-
sentially with the same prob-
lem discussed by the three leg-
islators.
Dunn said he would have to
check with the sources of the
letters before he could release
any to news media. However,
he favored release of the pro-
posed letter on the Lackey ma-
terial.
Lackey indicated he is some-
what disturbed by reports from
Eddyville that state police in
the current investigation -are
talking only to inmates favor-
able to the administration."
He said if this is the pattern
it -could throw dist, edit on
what my people have done."
Dunn said that "what we've
got to do now is protect the dig-
Joluza.subcommittee_"
Broadest Help In New Tax
Bill Goes To Low lncomers
WASHINGTON I AP) — The
broadest help in the new tax
bill goes to lower-income per-
sons, but the biggest individual
dollar winners would be a few
upper-middle class taxpayers
-who qualify for two narrowly
drawn benefits.
The profile of the tax-cut
sweepstakes champion looks
like this, assuming President
Ford signs the tax cut bill ap-
proved by Congress:
Family income between $27,-
600 and $35,000. Both parents
work, necessitating $4,803 in
child care expenses. Purcha-
sers of a new $40,000 home dur-
ing the rest of this year.
If you fit this profile, the tax
savings could total nearly $4,-
000 compared with 1974.
The purchaser of a new home
will receive a tax credit of 5
per cent of the purchase price
up to a credit ceiling of $2,000.
That ceiling is reached when
the purchase price hits $40,000.
A tax credit is subtracted
directly from the tax bill.
Liberalization of the child
care deduction extends this
benefit well up the income lad-
der. Currently, $4,800 in such
expenses can be deducted if
family income is $18,000 or less,
and a decreasing portion of
such expense can be deducted
as income increases to $27,600.
Under the tax cut bill, the
full $4.800 could be deducted
until income reached $35,000. A
decreasing portion could be de-
ducted until income hit $44,600.
Thus, for a family earning
between $27,600 and°$35,000, a
14,800 deduction from gross in-
come that couldn't be taken at
all in the past is now fully
available. The tax saving could
reach $1,600 depending on other
facets of the tax return.
I.ike every other taxpayer,
these winning families will get




The rebate plan gives every
taxpayer at least $100 back if
he or she paid $100 in taxes.
The maximum rebate is $200
for those whose 1974 tax bill
was at least $2,000 and whose
family income did not exceed
$20,000.
Lower income persons whose
tax bill was less than $100 will
get all they paid back.
Lower income families with
children will get a tax credit of
10 per cent of their total in-
come if their earnings did not
exceed $4,000. Those in the $4,-
000 to $8,000 bracket will get a
progressively smaller credit..
Changes in the minimum and
maximum standard deductions
will help low income families,
and many middle income fami-
lies who don't itemize tax de-
ductions.
Single persons will be able to
earn $300 more than previously
and couples $600 more than be-





land — The Reliant Motor Co.
here has won a contract from
Jakarta, Indonesia, to help
replace the pedal ricksha and
will make the chassis and
suspension for a small three-



















17 Atimospneric , v
disturbances 31 Goddess ofgloves
19 Declare
21 C°"wr"D'Q'ace 22 Dut 
sealing
23 Fish eggs ch town 3,
24 Relevant bronze24 Metal 
25 Angerf 36 Slumbersastener 
27 Climbing 26 Bow 38 Dart •
device 28 Part ol bureau 40 Roomme.
29 pan,s  29 Tapestry language




































ery dependent. That's worth 52 Nothing
$120 for a family of four re- - 53 Renovate
gardless of income_
The rebate of 1974 taxes tails
off for these upper middle class
families, but is still worth at
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'Bet-Air-ShopOingCenter
Acres of Free Parking
Equal Opportunity Employer — Limit Rights Reserved
753-8777
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2. NOt.Ce
HELP 18 in reach. Dial
NEED 7 5 3 6 3 3 3 ,
NEEDLENE.
MIKE'S UNION 76 Service
Station, corner of South
4th and Elm will be closed
Easter Sunday. New
hours: 6 a. m.-7 p. m.,
seven days week.
WATXINS PRODUCTS-
Specials just for you!




four sandwiches of your
choice and get one extra
free, this Saturday and




2. Notice 6. Help Wanted
JACK & JILL - Openings




years Drcp_in service cleaning at a lakeside
753-9922. 
resort. Call 436-5376 or
436-2345.
5 lost And Found
LOST: RED Beagle hound
named Duke. Last seen






























press operator for 17". z
22" press or larger. Four
color process experience





requirements to: P. 0.
Box 32,0, Murray, Ken-
tucky.
HEAD COOK for cafeteria.
Food server and cashier






Apply in person at Tress
Used ears, So. 4th St. No
phone calls.
MAKE $1.00 per sale
selling engraved metal
social security cards.
Sample and details free.
Write Gregg Products,









sales and service at
established cliental in
Calloway County.
Send resume to P. 0.










envelope and 25 cents to:
Bishops, Box 23, Hamlin.
Kentucky 42046.
12. Insurance












14. Want To Buy
GOOD USED antenna and





or propane tanks. We will
pay $150 for 250 gallon,
$225 for 500 gallon, $350
for 1000 gallon. Proof of
ownership required. Dixie
Gas Company, Parma,
Mo. 63870. Phone 314-357-
4411.
SAILBOAT WANTED.
Want to buy center-board
sloop, about 15 ft. Call 901-
642-5345, Paris, Tenn.
COINS-AMERICAN Gold,
silver, or copper. Buy or
sell. Free appraisals.
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.
WANTED: FIVE mark
and one mark coin of
Hitler Germany Era.
Please call James C
Williams, 753-3147.
LARGE FARM. Row
cropper cattle. Would buy
whole operation. Call 753-
2211, Tripp Williams
Realty.
15. Articles For Sale




We have your Stuns Hyttird field corn seed
with a 94% germination.
It is a leading Kentucky hybird We ask that





Four-way Stop, Hardin, Kentucky Truck load sale
of seed potatoes, going on Cobblers $5.95 per 100 lbs.
Red or Kennybacks $7.95. Also other bargains,
such as country fresh eggs - large 59e dozen. Eating
potatoes, 79e for 20 lbs. Vine ripened tomatoes, 3
lbs. for $1.00.
These and more bargains at
GORDON'S





Come See the Ham Tree at
Gibson Locker Plant
107 No. 3rd Street






All electric with 2 car attached garage. 3 Bedrooms, -
2.4,:orriplete ccramic, tlle_bathsaormal living and"
dining room, with large family room withilreplace,
utility room, kitchen with built-ins and Private of-
fice in garage. Can assume 53,4 per cent mortgage,
30 days possession.




condition, priced 2 for $1.
753-9437.
THE UNDERSIGNED will
sell at Public Sale for
cash, a 1973 International
COF 4070 A tractor, serial
No. 518076, at 2 p. m.,
April 4, 1975, at Taylor
Motors, 303 South 4th,
Murray, Kentucky.
The undersigned





let OUT Treasure --
' Be your Pleasure
Iatimms, old gleas. Mood
chin., d•prosslon glass,
primitives, old rod boning
pante, excellent cenditien.
Wad steals, kiiá.. cabinets,
Ma. Iteeyl Roy hob MO ea
pm/este' twill sew-
One mils east of For.
riling fon. between Murray





SUPER A Farmall and
equipment. Call 753-7975.
20. Sports Equipment
LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1.





but looks and runs good.
Call 753-3297







table or built-in dish-
washer, hardly used. $75




table, swivel chair, large
glass top cocktail table.
$200. 753-9232.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see




7 H. P. RIDING lawn
mower with electric
starter. 5 H. P. garden
tractor, 3 H. p. tiller. Call
753-5577
420 JOHN DEERE with
plow, disc, cultivator, and
bushog, good shape.
Garden tractor with
hydralic lift. 10 H. P. Case
tractor with 42" mower,
good shape. Will take
$3,000 for everything or
will sell separate Call
437-4644.
LIKE NEW, 1971 model G
Gleaner combine 130, 23.1
x 30 tires, cab, header
controls, reel lift, chopper
and No 435 corn unit,
corn unit has harvested 80
acres and combine 500.
Must be seen to ap-




• TREATED FENCE posts.
-AU&trTlled balt Poles
and lumber. 5 x 5s and
long lengths, Poplar Bluff
Treating Co., Highway 60
West, 314-998-555 or 314-
785-07*
16' POLARCRAFT boat
with trailer, 35 H. P.
Evinrude motor. Call 753-
7648.
8 x 25 PONTOON with 35 H.
P. Mercury motor with
electric starter. $400. 753-
6215.
15' RUNABOUT Speed
Liner boat, 40 H. P.
Evinrude motor, trailer.
916 North 18th, Murray.
SEARS TENT, sleeps six,
needs zipper, $50. Pool
table, $175. 1962 Ford,









table, reel to reel tape
recorder, AM-FM radio,
tapes included. 975. 753-
'4011.
Get The Top Hits















27, Mobile Home Sales
1972 12 $5 three bedroom,
carpet throughout,
central air arid heat, 11,2











100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,




BOY'S 10 SPEED bicycle,
$60. Day bed, good con-
dition, $90. Sony TC 366
open reel tape deck, $100
Two Sansui SP 20'10
speakers, $125. Call 753-
2932.
8 H. P. RIDING mower,
one year old, 30" cut, $340
Call 753-3724.
BUY EARLY, complete
line of garden seeds at
Murray Ford tractor,
Highway 94 East.





Azalia and other shrubs.
Sawmill lumber, com-
post, at Old Murray
Sawmill, 753-4147.
10 x 42 FURNISHED
mobile home, MOO. Call
753-3709 or 928-2401,
Smithland,
MOBILE HOME, 12 x 60,
all electric, carpeted,
built-ins, Real nice. Call
436-5535.













12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
Homes (highway 94).
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO NEW 1975 all electric
homes, central heating,
water and garbage pickup
furnished. Located 1112
mile east of Murray. Will
be available third week in EASTER RABBITS. $2.00-
April. Couples only. Call $2.50. 753-3063,
753-8835 fcr appointment.























conditioned, one mile out
of city limits on 121 South,
675 monthly, $50 deposit.
Call 753-6549. If no an-
swer, call 753-3175.
TWO BEDROOM, 8 x 40,






31. Want To Rent
-----
COUPLE WANTS four or
five room house or
apartment, unfurnished.
Call 753-9059.
COUPLE WANTS to rent
house for approximately
$125 in Murray area. Need
in May. 443-7759,
Paducah,
32. Apartments For Rent
MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electirc, un-
furnished one and two
bedroom apartments. On









at Kelley's Pest Control,
100 South 13th Street.
RETIRED COUPLES
Where crie a 61 or over If your
net worth is leas than $5.000 not
canting furniture or car and
quahly. the government enll pa)
a large portion of your monthly
rental New 1 and 1 bedroom
apartments in Murray Manor.
Central air conditioning and











1973 two ton Chevrolet truck, 102 cabbed sale, 350
engine, 23,000 miles.
•1971 Chevrolet two ton truck, 102 cabbed sale, 350
with bid engine.
*1 4.70 Maude) two tor tuack, tslabest•ude, 350
motor, 68,000 miles
THE PRICE IS RIGHT/
See Carl Howard
1715 MOO/ Drive sr Mom 733.0174 air might 767 9116
EASTER BUNNIES -
priced to sell. Purebred
black and white Dutch.
435-4228 or 435-4470.
•
38. Pets - Supplies
BOXER PUPPY, three














Marti 29, 17,30 pas.




• Ms 142.M•yfleill, Ky.
RT SALE-9111--
Sunny Lane, 9-5, - -
and Saturday. Furniture..
Ladles', children's, and-- - -
baby clothes. Bassinet,
movie camera, radio, etc. .
43 Real Estate
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonal at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our
 time is your time. Give its
a call or drop by the office




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE







No Phone Calls Please
See us at our new address: 206
South 12th Street.
214 Acre Farm, most tendable, all fenced, stock
barn, old house, good price, a great opportunity.
Baywood Vista-new 2 bedroom home with walk-out
basement, quick occupancy. Only $14,500.
$8800 - Good frame 4 bedroom home with
basement, garage, near downtown. Need quick sale
due to ill health.
Owner financing available on this new 3 bedroom,
1 La bath home with central heat and air at Kirksey.
$18,950.
L2 story homeIrvan Cobb ite,




Nice 2 bedroom like-new home on Highway 280, has
carport, large utility room, on one acre. $15,000.





Excellent 3 bedr ckiihmet)Almo, central
heat and air, 2 No, aigs, 84‘,500,
$17,S00- located on highwa4,641 north, home in tip-
top condition inside and out on over 1 acre, large
mins.
724 Fairlane loiagdrAn horse completely-fur-
nished. quic taihilEmaiaof the newly weds.
Priced reasonable.
New three bedroom brick home with fireplace,
plush carpeting, sunken living room, 2 car garage,
on 10 acres, near Stella.
306 North 7th - nice 3 bedroom frame home on deep
lot for garden space, beautiful carpeting, fireplace,
$16,500.
Lynnwood Estates: Fantastic 3 bedroom home on
shaded lot with garage, den, spacious kitchen,
everything you want in a fine home and yet priced
at only Et9,900.
Moffitt Realty Co.












































































one car garage, paved
driveway. Nicely land-




Three bedroom, two bath,
white brick veneer house
on large corner lot. Wall
to wall carpeting, central






one bath, with masonite
siding, lake home on two
acres. Including some
furniture and almost new
refrigerator, washer,
dryer, and range, 8 a 24
furnished trailer in-




bedroom brick, two full
baths, and two half baths.





Four bedroom, two bath,








Real Estate, 105 North
12th Street, 753-8080.
WILSON INSURANCE,
Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
Invites you to call 753-3263
or see Ron Talent, Loretta









on blacktop road just
north of Hamlin, Ky.





Main Street, Murray, Ky.
1502) 753-0101 or 753-7531.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
44. Lots For Sale
--FOR RENT -
Private lot on Roberts
Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30 per
month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after
2 p. m. or 753-4655.
45. Farms For Sale
BY OWNER: 52 acre farm.
Kirksey area. $20,000. 753-
1497 7:30 a. m.-2:30 p. m.
or 9:30 p. m.-midnight.
46. Homes For Sale
RUSTIC TWO bedroom
house, completely car-
peted, sunken living room
with fireplace, marble
bath, kitchen with stove,
refrigerator, and dish-
washer. Large utility,
garage, lots of closets.
One acre wooded lot. Five
miles west of Murray. 489-
2340.
1409 Dudley Drive




46. Homes For sale
THREE BEDROOM, living





NEW HOUSE for sale in
Gatesborough. story
contempory styled. Four
bedrooms, 3 baths. Many
extras in house, including
Cathedral ceiling,
balcony, central vac and
intercom. Call 753-9206.
LARGE BRICK four
bedroom home with three
insulated outbuildings"
two garages, carport,
over three acres, close to
lake and has a tremen-
dous view for miles
around. Only $26,000.
Moffitt Realty, 753-3597.
DO YOU REALLY need a
home but prices got you
down? Then don't waste






For Sale By Owner
Lakefront Home
Ilearrtifel Pawnee. rie• off
Cy. Lae Warted at ewe* ef
Peed ever writ 160' el Wiwi
freatione. This her. is needed
en • restricted let, element
scree Iry covered with recta's
trees. Far the Woe of rear
dream Y5 to Catler Ridge
Area.
Call 753-9868-11 to 5 days
1534145- Ste 10 night.
PRICE IN MID 20's.
PINE BLUFF Shores.
House on waterfront lot.
Two bedrooms; bath;
utility, kitchen-dining,
living, game room. Lots
of windows Reasonable.
Call 436-2480 after 6 p. m.
fiat I II. apartry with Party
af mow ail fresh air ie us
hischen, 3 both,
....-twihiewei hen& Spiral stairoose
--"---aire to the recreation
rena...$13.10 sparse. per eq.
4.1.111.11.11111111....
Auction Sale
Saturday, March 29, 1:00 p.m. rain or
shine at the Charlie Rowland home, 208
Elm Street.
Will sell like new refrigerator, electric stove, nice
washer and dryer, new color television bought
Christmas, dining set, bedroom suite, living room
suite, odd beds, chest of drawers, and odd dressers,
two rocking chairs, end tables, coffee tables, dishes,






Whet • Coil! This anrimariene
two heareen heaw completely
remodeled re iwortifirl metre
55, 55 only 119,750.
finery-fire owes saw Merry,
it... ineiegical Carter will sail
prelim or ell filmic*
Wiese Reel Estee, 202 Werth
nth, Pb... 753-3263
THREE BEDROOM brick,
four years old, 1317 Kirk-
wood Drive. Phone 753-
7218.
FRAME HOUSE and five
acres land. West of
Midway. Call 492-8729
after 5 p. m.
We have just received another
shipment of the small
Ford Courier Pickups
A good selection of colors is available
If we do not have the truck in stork with
the options you want, we have from now
until March 31 to order one for you, and it
will be eligible for the $ 150 rebate now ap-
plicable to all Ford Couriers.
PARKES FORD, in
701 Main, Murray, Ky. 753-5273
AI REFUSE TO TALK 1.114-111. IFIRST
CONSULT wrn-1 MY...LECTURE .1003  MEM?'
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom, newly
redocratedheifiLe and out,
new carpermr on acre
lot. One car garage. Two
miles from Murray. Call
for appointment. Call 753-
4931.
NICE TWO bedroom house
at 1416 Vine, ideal for




like new, priced to sell.
753-0810 or 4374195.
1974 750 HONDA, lots of
extras, extra sharp. Call
753-0530.,
FOR SALE or trade-two
trail bikes. One 250 cc and




FOUR 14" mag type wheel
covers, $20. Also Gabriel
air shock with hoses, $10.
438-2336 after 6 p.




$400. 753-0703 after 4 p. m.
1/71 SUPER BEETLE VW.
91,050. 753-1497 7:30a. m.-
2:30 p. m., or 9:30 p. m.-
midnight.
1987 CADILLAC, four door,
excellent condition. $1250.
753-1497 7:30 a. m.-2:30 p.




39,000 miles, $2500.00 C.all
436-2584.
1963 VW, good condition,
$300. Days phone 753-7856
or after 5 p. m. call 436-
2568.
1972 DATSUN pickup 1600.
Factory air. Topper.
Reduced to $1750. 753-
8133.
me CAMARO, automatic,
red with white stripes,
white vinyl top. Call 753-
9210.
TAKE OVER payments,
1974 Chevy pickup, 19,000




10 pickup. Long wheel
base. 22,000 miles. $2,000.
Call 753-34/8.
50. Campers
1974 22' AVENGER travel





after 5 p. m.




















Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1/2 mile east





Service Write C. M
Sanders, Box 213 Murray











1975 (MC with back
-bed and which. 1973 GISTC-
pickup. 1960 Chevrolet
pickup. 1974 Grand Prix
SS. May see at Ashland
Station in ('oldwater.
Phone 489-3399 or 247-3895.
JERRY'S REFINISHING
and Custom Built Fur-
rdture, six miles south of





Free estimates. Call 753-
7915.
HIGH SCHOOL boy will
mow lawn. Call 753-8843.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or















12 years experience. Free
estimates. Call 753-3351.
CONTACT SCHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p. m.
PACHALL PLUMBING &
Electirc. Well pump
repair serviae. Call 753-
5674.
ROY HARMON'S Car-




















efficient service. No job




gutters with baked on
white or colored enamel.
Call Larry Lyles at 753-
2310 for free estimate.
51. Services Offered
EXPERIENCED,
ROOFER will do house
and furnish shingles for
$2500 per square. Will
also do patch jobs. Phone
492-8829.












sheds up to 12 x 30, lake
cabins 24 x 24, gravel
hauling and driveways.
South of Murray to Paris
Landing. Lakeland
Construction. 436-2505.
GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, roto-
tillers, and small engines
436-5525.
PAPER HANGERS-Lila







Now is the time to
prepare for spring. Free
estimates. Pick up and .









WILL KEEP elderly lady
in state approved home.
Call 753-6392.
SMALL DOZER jobs.
Phone 753-7370 after 8 p.
m.
51 Services Offered
HIGH SCHOOL boy will
mow yards. Call 753-6736.
WILL FILL out income tax









34 Highway East to Palestine Church Road. Follow
signs.
Stocked with grain fed catfish. No charge for fish
you catch. Just pay $2.00 per day for adults and 11.00
for children. FREE $10.00 worth of fruit and







In Murray Ky. and the only office that will
be opened.
The factory guarantee of Kirby Vocirtim sold by
dealers from other cities will not be honored by this
dealer. Before you buy Cell 753-0359, 24 hours a day for
information.
I wish to thank my customers for this inconvience
during my absence due to illness.
Oar office epee preempt! et 1200 WI 5 pwi. ...Fnla ad 9.11





TO CELEBRATE OUR NEW LOOK ON THE
CLASSIFIED PAGES. THE CLASSIFIED AD
SECTION OF THE LEDGER AND TIMES IS
HAVING A SALE ON CLASSIFIED ADS ALL
DURING THE MONTH OF APRIL.
The sale is open to everyone, for every section on
the classified page, small reader ads or classified
display ads as long as they meet the following
requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before
expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads will
remain in effect.
No days No days Total




NOW IS THE TIME FOR YOU TO SAVE ON YOUR AD-
VERTISING Sell those white elephants you have laying
around, rent that apartment, trailer or house, sell that -
home or car. Take advantage of this chance to reduce
the money you spend on advertising during April. Call
now and arrange for your ad to.statf on April
HELP US TO ENHANCE OUR NEW LOOK AT A
SAVING TO YOURSELF






Mrs. Darrell I Susie) Elkins of
Rm. Brasher And Bro. Robertson
To Lead Hazel Church Revival
A revival meeting will be held
at the Hazel Baptist Church
beginning on Monday, March
31, and continuing through
-. .tricy evening, April 6. Bro. C.
C Brasher, pastor of Um Elm
day. The Sunday services will
be at the regularly scheduled
time of 11:00 a. m. and 7:00 p.
m. There will be special music
each evening under the
direction of Mr. Robertson.
Dexter died Thursday at .11:fele - -  - - yam.et Garland,
p. m. at the Benton Municipal
Hospital She was 63 years of
age.
The deceased was a member
of the Dexter Church of Christ.
Born January 2, 1912, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Robert
Mathis and Emma Stewart
Mathis.
Mrs. Elkins is survived by her
husband, Darrell Elkins,
Dexter; three daughters, Mrs.
Polly Chadwick, Dexter Route
One, Mrs. Linda Ahart, Dexter,
and Mrs. Mildred Thorn,
Chicago, Ill.; four sons,
Franklin D. Elkins of Benton
Route Four, Russell, Bill, and
Alvin Wayne Elkins, all of
Dexter.
Also surviving are three
sisters, Mrs. Robert t,Mary),
Haynes, Mrs. Willie ( Pearl)
Joyce, and Miss Mary Mathis,
all of Kennett, Mo.; three
brothers, Hal Mathis, Dexter,
Lee Mathis, Almo, and Paul
Mathis, Centralia, Ill.; eighteen
grandchildren.
Funeral services have been
scheduled for two p. m. Sunday
at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. John L. Hicks officiating.
Burial will be in the Stewart
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




The funeral for Bob Evans of
Murray Route Four was held
this morning at ten o'clock at
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
Rev. Paul M. Welch officiating
and Mrs. Otto Erwin playing the
organ.
Harty Culpepper, Skip Neale,
- -Earl Steele, Freeman Willough-
. • by, L. D. Flora, Milburn Evans,
_ Tommy Alexander, and Joe Pat
---Carraway served as
- pallbearers and burial was in
the Hicks Cemetery.
Mr. Evans, age 71, died
Wednesday at his home. His
wife, Mrs. Linnie Ross Evans,
died July 15, 1953. He is sur-
vived by two daughters, Mrs. L.
D. Nance and Mrs. George
Bonner, one sister, Mrs. W. A.
Steele, and four grandchildren.
Mrs. May Rickman
Dies At West View
Mrs. George T. May Rick-
C. C. Brasher
Grove Baptist Church, will
the evangelist and Bro. Gus
Robertson, Jr. will direct the
music.
pastor of the Hazel Baptist
Church, said, •'We extend a
hearty welcome to the people of
the area to attend the revival
services and worship with us.
We know the people will be
blessed by the heart-warming
singing of Bro. Gus Robertson
and the plain gospel preaching
of Bro. C. C. Brasher."
The Hazel Baptist Church is




Revival services will begin
Sunday, March 30, and will
continue through Friday, April
t.
The Sunday night service will
be be at seven o'clock with the
Gus Robertson, Jr.
Morning and evening services
will begin at 10:00 a m. and 7:30





just off Highway 94 East, will
have regular worship services
on Sunday, March 30, at nine
a.m.
Rev. W. Edd Glover will be
speaking at the worship hour on
the subject, "The Risen Life."






 Grove Plans For
a.m, at the West View Nursing
Home, Murray.
She was 72 years of age and a
member of the Lon Hill Church
of Christ. She was a native of
Palmersville, Tenn.
Funeral services were held at
the chapel of the Jackson
Funeral Home, Dukedom,
Tenn., with Bro. James
Shockley officiating. Burial was
in the Fairview Cemetery near
Palmersville.
Survivors are her husband,
George T. Rickman, one sister,
Mrs. Ruby McClain of
Palmersville, Tenn., and
several nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Gaylon Swift
Dies At Paducah
Funeral services for Mrs.
Thomas Gaylon I Ella Mae)
Swift are being held today at
one pm. at the chapel of the
Lindsey Funeral Home,
Paducah, with Rev. Harold
Cathey officiating.
Burial will be in the Fooks
Cemetery in Marshall County
where her husband, a former
Calloway County resident, was
buried on March 10.
Mrs. Swift, age 70, died
Tuesday at 2:50 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. She is
survived by three daughters,
one stepdaughter, three step-




Sunrise services will be held
at six am. on Sunday, March
30, at the North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church with the pastor, Rev. W.
Edd Glover, to speak on the
subject, "If Christ Be Not
Risen."
Following the services coffee
and doughnuts will be served
and the public is invited to at-
tend, said Rev. Glover.
Sunday School will be held at
ten a.m, and regular worship
services at eleven a.m. with
Rev. Glover to speak on "The
Risen Life."
The song service will be
directed by Nix Crawford and
playing the piano will be Mrs.
Emma Dean Lawson. Mr. and
Mrs. Nix Crawford will be the
greeters.
Ushers will be Randy
Lawson, Jimmy Cain, Ricky
Garland, and Jackie Marshall.
The regular evening services
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Worship vrvices at the
Goshen and Elmn Grove United
Methodist Churches will be held
at different times on Easter
Sunday, March 30, according to
the pastor, Rev. Bill Hart.
Sunrise services will be held
at 6:45 a.m. at Goshen followed
by a fellowship hour with coffee
and doughnuts, and Church
School.
Lynn Grove will have worship
services at nine a.m. followed
bY Church School.
Hey. Hart will speak on the
autipeetr. !-The. -Re 1 ea me esat
Eternal Life," at both services
and special music will be
presented at both churches on
Sunday.
Virgil Blankenship, will be
—bringing the messages for Me
-week. Bro. Blankenship has
revivals throughout
Tennessee and Kentucky for the
past twenty years.
The song service will be under
the direction of Bobby Fain, and
the nursery will be open for all
services.
The membership of Salem





The Choir of Calvary Temple First Pentecostal Church of God will present an Easter cantata,
"Easter Song," on Sunday, March 30, at 7:30 p.m. Director will be Linda Stalls and narrator will be
Buel E. Stalls with Debbie Peal, Tom Geerdes, Fred Stalls, Marvin Williams, and Shirley Williams
as soloists. Accompanists will be Stacey Stalls, organ, and Donnie Pear, piano. The evangelist,
Rev. C. E. Thompson, will close with a special exhortation. Also on Sunday, Church School will
be at ten a.m., morning worship at eleven a.m., followed with a fellowship dinneult twelve
noon at the church and an egg hunt for the children at 1:30 p.m., according to the church
pastor, Re‘,. Paul Wanger.
remainder of the evening
servSaileesm'asit 7rie3;?; °:st, Bro. State Board Again Orders




J. Noel Merideth will begin a
three day speaking engagement
on Friday, April 4, at the
Coldwater Church of Christ
building in Coldwater.
An author, evangelist, and
lecturer, Mr. Merideth is
presently working with the New
Johnsonville Church of Christ in
New Johnsonville, Tenn. He is a
staff writer for the Gospel
J. Noel Merideth
Advocate, author of the Senior
Quarterly, and a teacher at the
Nashville School of Preaching.
Mr. Merideth completed his
A. A. at Freed-Hardeman
College, his B. A. at Bethel
College, and then attended
Vanderbilt Divinity School and
Scarritt College, where he
completed his graduate studies.
Mr. Merideth and his wife
Betty Yvonne are the parents of
four daughters: Cheryl, Amy,
Lisa, and Tonya.
Members of the Coldwater
congregatior invite the public to
attend each of the three evening
services on April 4, 5, and 6 at
7:30 p. rn. and the 11:00 a. m.
worship service on Sunday,
April 6.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 360.4,
down 0.1. Below dam 335.1.
down 0.4.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 360.5,
down 0.1. Below darn 343.3 up
0.3.
Sunset 7:14, sunrise 6:49.




Worship services on Easter
Sunday, March 30, will be held
at the Palestine United
Methodist Church at ten a. m.
and at the Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church at
FRANKFORT, Ky. (APT —
The state Board of Education
again has ordered the merger
of the Louisville and Jefferson
county school systems by April
1 but with 10 rather than eight
board members at first.
And the membership of the
merged board will fluctuate be-
tween eight and 13 before' set-
tling at seven in 1979. The fluc-
tuations result from having the
1974 Louisville-Jefferson County
merger bill of House Speaker
Norbert Blume go into effect
now instead of in 1974, as was
intended.
The state board had to recon-
sider its Feb. 28 order merging
the two systems because the
Court of Appeals upheld the
Blume bill last Friday.
Besides requiring the merged
board to have eight members
this year and seven the next
two, the board's Feb. 28 order
required the entire system to
be redistricted to have five
members after that. Those por-
tions'of its previous order were
changed Thursday to conform
with the Blume bill.
The state board also directed
Thursday the new board will be
headed by the present county
board chairman, the Rev. Don
Randolph, and the present
Louisville Board will choose the
vice chairman.
State Supt. of Public Instruc-
tion Lyman Ginger made the
recommendations which the
state board followed unani-
mously on nearly all counts.
The one exception was that
Ginger suggested the county
board's vice chairman, Orville
Miller, should retain that post
on the new board.
Because the Blume bill was
held up by court and other ac-
tions, it now requires the merg-
ed board to have 10 members
this year, 13 in 1976, eight in
1977, 12 in 1978 and seven there-
after. And two of the seven dis-
tricts will have no representa-
tive in 1977.
The 1976 General Assembly,
which will be in session from
early January until late March,
could change the board's make-





At Ginger's suggestion, the
state board asked the merged
board to submit in writing rec-
ommendations for correcting
inequities in the application of
the Blume bill.
Any impasses encountered by




MARTIN, Tenn, I API—Offi-
cials have told the U. S. 45 Cor-
ridor Association that Ten-
nessee has indefinitely post-
poned any thought of upgrading
U. S. 45 to four lanes through
West Tennessee,
Eddie Shaw, state trans-
portation commissioner, said
Thursday that such plans have
been "put on the shelf. We just
don't have enough money to
justify even a study of the pro-
posal."
Proponents of the highway
work envision a major north-
south artery running from Mil-
waukee, Wis., to Moss Point,
Miss. Tennessee's link would
run from Fulton, Ky., to
Corinth, Miss. Miscic.sippi has
already begun work on ex-
pending U. S. 45 to four lanes.
Smith said that Tennessee
suppirters who believed the
state's segment of the work
could be completed by 1981 are
"overoptimistic." He said the
work will not be done until the
mid 1980s or even later.
Robert Glasgow of Martin,
the Tennessee vice president of
the U. S. 45 Corridor Assnri-
ation, said suggestions for fi-
nancing the work have included
use of federal funds and a spe-
cial gasoline tax.
The association was formed
last year by local officals in
Tennessee, Mississippi and
Kentucky for the purpose of
pushing the highway plan.
Association officials met with
Tennessee Gov. Ray Blanton
and legislators earlier this
month and called for use of fed-
eral funds such as the $2 billion
recently released from im-
poundment by President Ford.
Shaw, however, said that
money has to be spent for proj-
ects already underway and de-
layed by lack of funds, not for





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
report presented to a state
study group says that by the
year 2000, Kentucky will have
8,650 practicing lawyers --
about 50 per cent more than it
needs.
The report, delivered to the
Legal Education Study Group
of the state Council on Public
Higher Education Thursday,
was written by Leslie W. Abra
mon, an assistant law profes-
sor at the University of Louis-
present special music ville.
, evening service.eleven a. m. The predictions wer¢ based
- Rev. John -Churchwell, Ron-McAlister will be serving on staltistics compiled by Spin-
perm, will $peak arrthe seta- as deacon oi-tho wook—NarserY-- 'diet', Research, Inc. and sec*
ject, "Is Christ ifilive," at both workers will be Frances government agencies The
sertocses, Holy Communion will Paschall and June McAlister, study group was holding an or-
be observed at 1)exter-Hardin morning, and Donna Hedges, ganizational meeting, its first
Church evening, since being created
The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will have regular ser-
vices on Sunday, March 30, with
Sunday School at ten a. m.,
worship at eleven a. m. and 6:45
p. m., and Church Training at
six p. m.
Rev. Lawson Williamson,
pastor of the church, will speak
at both the morning and evening
services.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Tommy
Scott at the piano, Mrs. James
Neale at the organ, and Mrs.
Sandy Outland playing the
violin, will present three Easter
selections— "I Want To Be
There," "Jesus Is Coming
Again" and "The Cross."
The Youth Choir will meet at
5:30 p.m. for rehearsal and will
for the
Hubbard Expresses Hope That
Tax Bill Will Create New Jobs
PADUCAH. Ky. (AP) — U.S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard says he
hopes the $24.8 billion tax cut
voted by Congress will put laid
off people back to work and
create new jobs without caus-
tg itiNtre_groblema than it sol-
ves.
"The danger is that we may
have passed too great a tax
cut," the freshman Democrat
from Mayfield told a Paducah
civic club Thursday.
"This will, of course, cause
us more problems concerning
our federal treasury. Our budg-
et already is deep in debt..." he
said.
-Some who voted against the
tax cut last night t Wednesday)
predicted that the 95th Con-
gress will have to raise taxes
substantially."
"The gamble," Hubbard said,
"is that with more money being
pumped into the economy,
there will be that much money
paid back into the treasury of
the United States."
The 1st District Congress-
man, who flew home after Con-
reSs rej'ealedler Easter, also
mentioned oil companies and
their tax exemptions.
"The oil companies that have
ripped off the biggest profit in
their history at the expense of
the American public — and
even advertised profits of 100
per cent more than 1973 — de-
prived Americans of gasoline,"
Hubbard said.
"The oil companies had had
exemption of taxes on the first
22 per cent of their income for
many years," he said, "while
the American public, mostly
the middle-and low-income
groups, shouldered the tax bur-
den,"
come especially in those years
it has an even number of mem-
bers, are to be resolved by the
state superintendent of public
instruction.
County board members asked
the state board Thursday to put
off the merger until next year,
to give the 1976 Legislature a
chance to act again. The
Louisville board wanted the




The Murray City Fire'
Department was called to
Garland's Used Cars Thursday
when a worker was injured by
flames from an ignited can of
paint thinner.
Mason Milby was treated and
released for first and sec
degree burns to his hand and
forearms, according to officials"'
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
No property damage was




Sundays 11 a. m. to 7 p. m.
Lunch & Dinner
Entree Includes:
Sided your choice ef meats end Arm vegetables only
--- -$2.49 ---- -
Children under 12 —$1.50
1. Baked Turkey and Dressing
2, Baked Nam with Orange Sauce
3. Roast Round of Beet-Italian Style
y..tgl!_ables
1. Broccoli with Cheese Sauce







"Al! You Can Eat"
White Beans











help you find just
the right home,
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